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Major Offensive Near
Laotian Border Opens

Mandatory ROTC
At Murray State
To Be Abolished

By BERT W. OKULEY
would be sent into Laos, but it reported from the village of
-SAIGON (UPI)—The U.S. left open the question of an Lang Vei, a onetime Green
command announced today that invasion by South Vietnamese Beret camp a mile and a half
By M. C. Garrott
coeds -Nvith parental consent to
29,000 U.S. and South Vietna- troops.
from the border of Laos, that
Murray State University's 18- regulate their own dormitory
mese troops had opened a Two huge South Vietnamese there were unconfirmed reports
year-old compulsory ROTC hours, beginning next fall.
major offensive in the north- task forces of 12,500 men with of an imminent massive foray
program will be replaced by a Sparks read this statement in
western corner of South Viet- U.S. air support entered Cam- into Laos.
voluntary system next fall.
making the announcement late
nam that took them to the bodia today on a companion He said Lang Vei was
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray Wednesday to 15 faculty and
border of Laos. Front dis- drive.
shaping op into what appeared
State president, announced student leaders:
patches said the South Vietna- Leon Daniel, a veteran UPI to be a brain center for such a
Wednesday that the board of "By action of the board of
mese were .poised to enter correspondent in Vietnam and a foray with South Vietnamese
regents voted to make the change regents at a special meeting on
Laos.
U.S. Marine in the Korean War, units moved into the Lang Vet
In a special meeting Tuesday Feb. 2, 1971, Murray State
"We are ready to go into
area on the Xe Don river,
evening, acting on a recom- University will offer ROTC on a
Laos if we are ordered to," U.
which forms the border bemendation by Col. Eff W. Bird- voluntary basis beginning with
Gen. Duc Quoc Dong, commanthe two countries.
tween
song, chairman of the depart- the fall semester of 1971. The
der of the South Vietnamese
Forward American units inment of military science.
airborne division, said today at
(Continued en Page Eight)
cluding a mechanized squadron
Khe Sanh, the newly recaptured
were deployed adjacent to the
Additional Story On Page 8
U.S. Marine base that withstood
border. U.S. advisers with the
Dale Garland of New Concord,
Basketball Games
a 77-day siege in 1968.
It was a surprise move on the
South Vietnamese units were
The Men's and Women's CALLO WAY CO.CENTURY CLUB—Maneil J. Vinsee(center), director of alumni analrii at Murray
In announcing the offensive age 29, is listed in satisfactory reluctant to talk but one said,
once-volatile issue which had
condition
thismorning
by
ofbasketball
teams
of
the
Hazel
that
reoccupied 1,000 square
State University, presided Monday afternoon at the first meeting of the Calloway County Alumni
faded
into
the
campus
-If my men, ( the South
miles just below the Demilita- ficials at the Murray-Calloway Vietnamese) go, I won't be
background during the last year PTA and the Kirksey PTA will Century Club. The committee will solicit funds for Alumni Scholarships from local firms and inrized Zone (DMZ) and adjacent County Hospital where he was going with them." Another said,
after the •board voted in play loriday, February 5, at seven terested individuals. Committee members from left) are: H. Glen Doran, Peoples Bank; Joe Dick,
to Laos the command lifted the admitted on Wednesday morning -We would probably stay on
December, 1969, to reduce the p.m. at the Hazel Elementary Bank of Murray; Edgar B. Howe, Tappan; Vinson; Carl Marquess of Paducah, who is heading the
tightest news embargo of the at 10:20 a.m.
mandatory program from two School. Thc doors will open at 1971 membership drive for the state; Max B. Hurt, farmer and retired businessman: and Guy
this side of the border and wait
Indochina
War. The operatiorok Garland suffered a cut of the for them."
Billington, realtor and insurance.
years to one year effective in the 6:30 p.m.
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Dewey Canyon II, began six nose and a chest injury, ac- The river along the border
fall of 1970.
cording to hospital officials.
days ago.
Compulsory military training
apparently can be crossed in
The U.S. command insisted Reports are that Garland was places by foot. Daniel said
in the Reserve Officers Training
that no American ground troops Injured in a car and truck heavy American artillery was
Corps has been in effect at
collision which occurred on the
Murray State since the fall of
in place right on the border and
- Blood River bridge west of.New
Mrs.
1952. Beane
that it could be used to support
Your teen age boys were
7Concord on Highway LILIBew
Adopted by a 5-1 vote, the
sted by the Murray Police
- '(Continued on Page Eight)
Concord
Road.
decision to make ROTC a
t)epartment about eleven o'clock Has Surgery Wednesday
Garland
was
reported
to
be
voluntary program was the
Calloway County Judge, "The Fiscal Court of Calloway received by the Court, the Cometlast night. They have been Mrs. Dempsey Beane of Lynn driving a car and collided with a
second major university policy
Robert 0. Miller, today issued a County has received several feels that there is some misup. charged with vandalism after Grove underwent major surgery State Highway truck being used
change within two weeks. On Jan.
statement as to the position of the phone calls and has been con- derstanding as to what assistance they were discovered tearing up at the Community Hospital, to place cinders and salt on the
23 the board voted to permit
Fiscal Court on the funding of the tacted in regard to their con- is being given by the Calloway,:a car, according to the city Mayfield, on Wednesday.
icy roads Wednesday morning.
Calloway County Fire and tribution to the Calloway County County Fiscal Court to the police.
She is listed in fair condition by The truck was driven by Randy
in
were
placed
juveniles
The
Rescue Squad. His statement is Rescue Squad.
Rescue Squad.
hospital officials. Mrs. Beane is Lassiter, but he was reported not
as follows:
"From the communications
"At various times over the last the Detention Room last night in Room 242 at the hospital.
The month of February is a
injured.
several years,* Fiscal Court and are scheduled to appear
very busy time for the office of
has
been • contacted
by before Juvenile Judge Robert 0.
the Calloway County Court Clerk,
representatives of the Rescue Millet later.
Marvin Harris, and his staff as
cited
five
Police
also
Squad in_regard---ite71he pur-, The City
the deadline for the buying of car
chasing ,or maintaining or ens. perSons yesterday and last night.
licenses is February 23., and a
special -eleeliest-is--sieseduled
tributing to the purchase--100ey were one for driving while
disregarding
a
intoxicated
and
Calloway County on Tuesday,
All students of Calloway Concord, James Feltner, Hazel, equipment for fire protection in
sponsorship
but
would
continue
in
drinking
The
February
meeting
of the
stop sign, one for
February 9.
County High School and the six and -Freed Curd, Lynn Grove, Calloway County.
support
of
the
event.
Harris said the Court Clerk's
First Tuesday on NBC-TV last elementary centers, Almo, Supervisor Edward
"Unitl the fiscal year 1970-71, public, one for drinking in public, Executive Board of the Murray
Curd,
night was disturbing. The long Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Director of Pupil Personnel the Court had not agreed to make one for drinking in public and Woman's Club was held Monday Mrs.
Outland, office, located on the first floor of
Purdom
segment on North Viet Nam with Grove, and New Concord, will be Charlie Lassiter, and Superin- any contributions; but in the year pouring wine out in the police car, at 11:30 a.m., at the clubhouse, treasurer, reported a balance of the court house, will remain open
an unusual filming in North making donations toward the tendent Miller.
1970-71, the Court, after much one for driving while intoxicated, with Mrs. Bethel Richardson $2,744.56. Mrs. Hassel Kuyken- on Saturdays during the montbolie.e.---Vietnam indicated what kind of Fire Unit of the Calloway Rescue
discussion, appropriated the sum and one for ny operator's license presiding.
dall, finance chairman, reported February. Hours of the office this
people we are up against. They Squad on Friday, February 5, at
of eighteen hundred dollars and going wrong way on a one Mrs. Don
a balance in the cookbook fund of month will be eight a.m. til five
Overbey,
a
member
the
way street, according to
p.m., Monday throagh Saturday.
have an outlook and philosophy the respective schools, according
of the Charity Ball committee, $1604.61 and said that both cook'Continued on Page Eight I
citation reports.
The cost of licenses for cars
totally in variance with western to a release from the principals of
two-year
club
and
the
books
appeared before the board to
and pickup trucks is $12.50 per
culture.
continue
to
be
for
books
planning
the school.
determine whether the Murray
The regular monthly luncheon
license. Each person should bring
Howard Crittenden, Calloway meeting of the Murray-Calloway
Woman's Club desired to con- sale._
their license receipt when they
Reading in some paper that principal, and M. B. Rogers, County Board of Realtors will be
tinue sponsorship of the annual Mrs. Don Keller called at- come to purchase the • tags,
Kirksey,
principal,
met
with
found
a
"Scholars have
ball. The board members decided tention to the new shrubbery in
held at the Holiday Inn at 11:45
Harris said. The deadline for tags
crucifixion skeleton of one of Terry Mullins., chief of the Friday, February 5th.
that in view of the number of club the club parking circle, a
for larger trucks is the last day of
thousands of men killed 2000 Rescue Squad, to see how the
A report from the National
projects underway and the fact memorial gift from the son of
March. Persons are urged to buy
years ago during a period of schools could assist in keeping Association meeting in Chicago
that the ball could be satisfac- Mrs. John Ryan, who was a
their
licenses now to avoid the
Matthews,
State
Army
Robert
Air
U.S.
Army
Force;
which the fire unit in operation,
unrest,
Mideast
torily managed by the committee member of many years of the
will be given by State Director
long line usually formed in the
Wednesday a meeting of the Donald 'pc Tucker. Reports of the Campaign, Chairman for Bert Corps or Engineers, Manhattan theclub should relinquish
(Continued on Page Eight )
(Continued on Page Eight)
last days of February, Harris
S.Atomic Energy
principals and other school of- Kentuckg Association Convention Combs and Julian Carroll an- District; U. S
said.
ficials was held at Superin- will also be made by Tucker and nounced today that Bon Commission; Department of
Harris announced that a
tendent William B. Miller's of- by Murray Board of Realtors Christopher, Murray, would Revenue; and Scott-McGraw
meeting of all -election officials
serve as Calloway County Construction Company.
fice, and the group voted to give President Ray Roberts.
will be held at the court house on
the students an opportunity to Robert Moyer, Chairman of Chairman for Combs-Camill.
Stout has been active in several
Friday,
February 5, at ten a.m.
serve
Carl
M.
(Harry)
Stout
will
make a donation for the squad at he Murray Planning and Zoning
The election for Tuesday is for a
(Continued on Page Eight)
the schools on Friday.
Commission will be a luncheon as Calloway County Co-Chairman
Ewell C. Tinsley of 404 North
special school building tiOrfor the
Attending the meeting on guest, of the Board and will for Combs-Carroll.
5th Street, Murfay, passed away Wednesday were the principals,
Boy Scout Troop 77, sponsored Frost Corner. When the teams Calloway County School District.
discuss titans and problems of the
Combs is seeking the
All voting precincts in
Wednesday at 8:45 a.m. at the Crittenden, Rogers, Tom
Commission.
by
the
Christian
Men's are lined up at the starting line
Democratic nomination for
Murray -Calloway County Rushing, Almo, Billy Dale
Calloway County will be open as
and
checked
for
readiness
and
Fellowship of the First Christian
Governor in the May Prim
Hospital. He was 66 years of age. Outland, Faxon, Bob Alien, New
well as three in Murray, inChurch of Murray, took first, (Continued on'PageEl
and Carroll is seeking nomination
The deceased was employed at
cluding No. One at the Court
second
and
fourth
place
in
the
for Lt. Governor.
the cafeteria of the Student Union
House, No. Three at Murray High
Death claimed the life of Mrs. Klondike Derby held Saturday,
Building,
Murray
School, and No. 6 at the Murray
State
Matthews said, "I am most Etna Shackelford on Wednesday January 30, on the Boy Scout
- University, before his retirement
State University library, for the
pleased to announce the ap- at 10:45 a.m. at the Convalescent Reservation beside—Kentucky
; in August 1969. He was a member
election on Tuesday, according to
Stone Wall Futrell of Indian pointment of Mr. Christopher and Division of the Murray-Galloway Lake. The FlamingArrow Patrol
UnIted PP.'S International
Mound, Tennessee formerly of Mr. Stout as Calloway County County Hospital_ She was 95 of Hazel Troop 73, sponsored by A rummage sale will be held at Harris.
_ of the Lone Oak Primitive Baptist
Church. Tinsley was born in
Personnel of the Court Clerk's
Model, Tenn., was claimed by Chairmen." He added, We years of age.
the Hazel Eleme tary P.T.A., the American Legion Hall,
Obion County, Tenn., on March 2,
Kentucky:, Warmer with oc- death on Wednesday,February 3, believe Calloway County will
Mrs.Shackelford was preceded Wok third place.
located at South 6th and Maple office are Marvin Harris, Mrs.
• 1904, and his parents were the casional rain and chance of at 7:05 p.m. at the MurrayStreets, on Saturday, February 6, Judith Ainley, Mrs. Cynthia
enthusiastically support Bert in death by her husband, William
late Charlie Tinsley and Leona thundershowers through Friday. Calloway County Hospital.
Combs and Julian Carroll in Edward Shackelford on January In the- Derby each dog team,6 starting at eight a.m., sponsored Kelso, Mrs. Rita Kelso, and Mrs.
Cobb Tinsley.
Rain ending west portion and He was 78 years of age and his May."
19, 1963. At the time of his death to 8 Boy Scouts acting as huskies, by the Theta Department of the Jeannie Falwvvell. Mrs. Debbie
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. turning cooler early Friday and death followed an extended
Thomas is also employed during
In accepting the appointment they had been married for sixty- follows a course outlined on a Murray Woman's Club.
Ruby Tinsley of 404 North 5th over remainder of state except illness. He was born January 17, Mr. Christopher and Mr. Stout four years, with their marriage map given to it. The map guides Mrs. Cliff Campbell and Mrs. the license buying period.
Street; two daughters, Mrs. extreme east portion late Friday. 1893, and was a retired farmer of said, "We are very pleased to date being October 20, 1898.
the team over a field course laid Roy Starks are in charge of the
Hafford (Mattie Jo) Cook of Highs today mostly in 50s. Lows Model, Tenn. He was a member have the opportunity of working
The deceased was a member of out to simulate real and fictions sale and have announced that
Sedalia and Mrs. Brent (Ilene) tonight 404 and low 504. Highs of the Cross-Creek Baptist for two such qualified and the Mason's Chapel United Alaskan cities. Each team driver members may bring their items
Evans, 202 South llth Street, Friday 50s and 60s.
Church, Indian Mound, Tenn., dedicated Kentuckians as Bert Methodist Church. She was born is handed an envelope containing to the Legion Hall on Friday,
Murray; two sons, Isaac Tinsley
and a member of the Masonic Combs and Julian Carroll. They April 22, 1875, and her parents his instruCtions for reaching February 5, from 6:30 to 7:00
of Eddyyille and Don Tinsley of
Lodge.
will provide Kentucky with great were the late John W. Osborn and
p.m. for the sale on Saturday.
Tonight, February 4, the
Mayfield; two stepdaughters,
The deceased is survived by his leadership for the beginning of Melinda A. Clanton Osborn.
American Private Enterprise
Mrs. Charles ( Martha) Zammat
wife, Mrs. Myrtle Elliot Futrell of the 1970's.
She is survived by her son,
System will meet at the Cannon
of Detroit. Mich., and Mrs.
Indian Mound, Tenn.; one son, Mr. Christopher is a member of Solon Shackelford, and his wife,
Livestock Pavilion, at 7:30 for a
Charles (Patricia) Richerson of
William Thomas Futrell of the law firm of Hurt and Pearl of 703 Elm Street, Murray;
selected group of high school
313 Woodlawn, Murray; one
Dexter; four daughters, Mrs. Christopher and serves as one granddaughter, Mrs. Lenith
juniors.
stepson, Gene Rayburn of Troy,
A Chili Supper will be held at Ortis ( Dorothy) Guthrie of 1610 President of the Calloway County (Patsy) Rogers of 1714 Millet
This new program is sponsored
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Myatt the Martin's Chapel United Magnolia DriOec Murray, Mrs. Young Democrats and as Avenue, Murray-, one sister-infollowing
local
by
the
(Ruby) Allen of Bardwell; six Methodist Church on Saturday, Carl (Elizabeth) Miller of President of the Murray Pi law, Mrs. J. H. Thurman, North
businessmen and private ingrandchildren; eight step February 6, at five p.m., spon- Murray Court, Murray, Mrs. Kappa
Alpha
Alumni 10th Street, Murray; three great
dividuals:
grandchildrgn
grandchildren.
sored by the Youth of the church. Howard (Ruth) Armstrong of Association.
Peoples Bar*, Bank of Murray,
Funeral services will be held
S. Funeral rites were held today
The price will be chili, pie and Route Five, Paducah, and Mrs. He is a former Assistant
Beal Hardware, Thurman
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel drink for one dollar or chili dog, Esma (Lois) Williams of Forbes Attorney for the West District of at 3:30p.m. at the chapel of the J.
Furniture, Murray Supply,
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral pie, and drink for fifty cents. The Ave., Clarksville, Tenn.; 13 Kentucky.
H. Churchill Fur.eral Home with
Hopkinsville Federal Savings 81
Home with Elder Arlie Larimer public is invited to attend.
grandchildren; two great- Stout is a retired federal Rev. James Baker officiating.
Loan-Murray Branch, Cornofficiating.
grandchildren; three brothers, government worker. He has
Austin Company, Wallis Drug,
Pallbearers will be Lennis
Bud and S. I. Futrell of Murray, worked with local, state and Pallbearers were Alfred
Graham Jackson, Ward Elkins,
Hale, Everett Oliver, Guy Steely,
Tleuple.Rill Lodge
and George Futrell of Dover, federal agencies in Indiana, West Williams, Paul Blalock, Otley
Purdom-Thurman, J. H. ChurTerrell
Roberts, Leonard
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F. & Teitiii-rl several nieces and Virginia, Ohio, Tennessee and White, Elwood White, Pat
chill Funeral Home, Holmes
Walker, and Robert Futrell
A.M. will meet Saturday, nephews also survive.
approximately two-thirds Of the Thoinpsdh, and Cletus Shipley.
Ellis, Murray Lumber Company,
February
6,
at
seven
Interment will be ik the Batzell
p.m. at the
Cleo Sykes, left is presenting an award to the Beaver Patrol of Hutson Chemical, Warren Seed,
The body is at the Milligan Kentucky Counties.
Burial was in the Murray
metery with the arrangements lodge hall. Work will be in the Funeral Home of Dover, Tenn., He has worked with the Cemetery with the arrangements Troop 77 at the Klondike Derby held last weekend. Patrols from
Everett Wheeler, Murray Inthe Blalock-Colernan Funeral Master Mason's degree. All but the funeral arrangements are Department of j-lighways. WP A ; by the J. H.,Churchill uneral Troop 77 took first, second and fourth.place in the derby and the
surance, Guy Spann, and Ryan
.me where friends may call: Master Masons are invited.
Flaming Arrow Patrol of Hazel Troop 73 won third place.
incomplete at this time.
Republic Aviation Corp . U S. Home
Milk Company.
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The Weather
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCK
Y

THE. LEDGER Et TIMES
.....i.E

le-Years Ago Today

by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
LIDO= lb imps ME
Inc_ Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway
Time& and
The Tunes-Herald, October 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1942.
The mercury was stubborn on the night of February 2 and
103 N 4th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. Phone 753-1916
refused to rt.* as rapidly as the weather man predicted. The
official temperature in Murray that night was nine below zero.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
The Murray telephone office reported four lines down between
We reserve the nght to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, Murray and Paducah and one down
between Murray and
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the
beet Mayfield on February 2.
interest of our readers.
"Saw a truck load of fresh meat come by the office. No chance
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1609 of it spoiling",from the column,"Seen & Heard Ardoun
Murray".
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Tune & Life Bldg., New York N.Y..
The World Day of Prayer will be observed by the local council of
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
Church Women at the College Presbyterian Church on February
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for
9. Mrs. Carlos Johnson is the local Church Women chairman.
transmission as Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murrty. per week Mg, par
Moneh $1.52. In Callow-ay and adjoining counues.
per Yew. Wit
Zones 1 & 2, 913.00; Elsewhere 916.00. All service
subscriptions SM.
"Tbe Outstanding Civic Asset of• Commode, Is Ms
By Carl Riblet Jr.
Integrity of its Newspaper'
If you have had need lately for a bricklayer, carpenter or other
laboring artisan, then you have learned that nothing, not even
..
premises of double wages and a new Cadillac on payday, can fill
THURSDAY—FEBRUARY c in
the demand for such skilled help. An when you do manage to
•
bade one who is temporarily at liberty, so to speak, be interviews
yea: you do not interview him.
-The harvest truly is plenteous, but the laborers few."
—Matthew IX,37
On February 9 voters in the Calloway County

THURSDAY—FEBRUARY 4, 1971:

ROTC Graduates Hear
Col. Gudgel Saturday

Space Briefs

The Number-One
Choice is

SPACE CENTER, libuston
(UPI)—The Apollo 14 astronauts will eliminate some of the
maneuvers on their original
flight plan to save the fuel
Paducah;
Stanley
K.
Evanko,
By M. C. Garrott
wasted during the docking
The basic principles of military Canton,Ohio; Gudgel, Palm Bay, problems
Sunday night.
Eddie
Hancock,
training are just as valid today as Fla.;
• Flight Director Gerald D.
Madisonvill
e;
Owen
H.
Henry,
they ever were, 24 newlyGriffin said Tuesday the Apollo
conumssioned ROTC cadets were Hickman; Thomas W Lassiter,
14 lost 30 pounds of fuel when it
Murray,
and
Michael
E.
RenSaturday
at
told
Murray State
took six attempts to achieve a
dleman,
Calvert
City.
University.
The other newly-commissioned successful docking between the
Co! Edward F. Gudgel, Jr., of
command module and the lunar
,VII.
officers
included:
U.S.
Army
the
Combat
lander
T1111.;Siel
ti
James
H.
Bockelman
,
Development Command and who
recently returned from service in Louisville; Eddie H. Butler,
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Vietnam and Cambodia, told the Marion; Alan R. Chandler,
(UM—The
speed of the Apollo
Hanover,
Ind.;
Robert
I. Dicken,
cadets, parents and guests at the
14 spacecraft will vary from
January gruaduation com- Eddyville; Charles R. Groves,
NEW!
Sikeston, Mo.; Patrick Hackett, 1,000 miles per hour to 25,000
missioning ceremony:
miles per hour during its
Kuttawa,
and
James
H.
••People are our most im1,151,086 mile round trip to the
portant resource. Although some Jimerson, Paris, Tenn.
moon. The/verage speed of the
of the Army's training techniques Raymond S. Jones, Daytona
spacecraft is 5,529.9 miles an
are changing, the principles are Beach, Fla.; David C. Mann,
hour.
lust as valid today as the day they Memphis, Tenn.; Dennis R.
Minshall, Washington Courwere written.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
The finest feature films
-Military command today is a thouse, Ohio; Gary L. Reibsane,
(UPI)—Alan B. Shepard earns
available for Television
challenge to bring out the best of Muir, Pa.; David E. Sensing,
$13.07
an
hour
as
commander
of
School District will cast their ballots to decide
every leader," he emphasized. Clinton; Michael L. Smith,
MONDAY,
TUESDAY AND
Apollo
14. Shepard receives a
"The cliche that the AMerIMUI Murray; Robert A. Summers,
whether to vote themselves a 13 cent per SlOO tax
WEDNESDAY. 10:30 PM
salary
of
$27,195.36
a
year
as
a
Bardwell,
and Michael E.
solther can be led but not driven
increase which will be used to upgrade the county
Navy captain; Navy Cmdr.
is perhaps more true today than Walker, Calvert City.
schools.
Edgar D. Mitchell makes
eve': before in history. The
$21,960.96 a_ year; and Air
There have been several arguments advanced on
successful commander must be
Force Maj.4 Stuart A. Roosa
Unto
you
is
born
hi
the
city
of David a Saviour, which is Christ able, humane, outgoing and
why this should not be done. however in our opinion
earns $19,439.16 a year. /
the [art—Luke 2:11.
adaptable.
they do not appear valid.
This had been prophesied in early Hebrew writings and in those
-He should rely less on FEBRUARY 1, 1971
We believe this tax should be approved by county of many other lands. No wonder
we reckon all time from this authoritarianism, seeking in- ADULTS 97
school district voters because there is a great need event. It is important to us according as we follow His way
of life! stead to engage the imadination NURSERY 5
for improvement in the school system.
and enthusiasm of the men In
The very fact is that county elernentary schools WANTS NAME CHANGED • • changed. He said the jokes support of the unit's efforts. He -.,..LNEWBORN ADMISSION
began
when
it
was
announced mest seek a continuous dialogue Baby Boy Lawrence ( Mrs.
1
OM 1 Pin
are in a disreputable condition and something should LONDON (UPI)—David
Shill- Britain would eliminate the
and diaaday
with the men and be sensitive to Martha Lawrence), Rt. 5, Benbe accomplished at once to rectify the situation. ing, a 22-year-old insurance
Addlit 144-CAJWIIIski
ton.
All of our own children have completed the lower man, says he is fed up with shilling from its currency their-needs and aspirations, but,
Tonite thru Tue.
above
system
all,
must
when
he
accept
money
his
men
is decimalevels of education and we do live in the County jokes about his almost-obsolete
DISMISSALS
partners
as
on
lized
a
Feb.
in
mutual
en15.
last
name
and
wants it
MIKE NICHOUHUA
School District, yet we feel compelled to approve of
Mrs. Mariechan Borens, Rt. 1,
deavor."
this tax because we know that we owe something to
Colonel Cudgel, whose son, Dover, Tenn.; Master Ronald
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Richard, was one of the cadets Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray; Bobby
those taxpayers who have gone before us who
commissioned, also said that Whitehead, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.
financed the schools our children attended.
despite the emphasis of the news Hugh Osborn, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
• The facOthat a person's children are no longer_in
media on the Army's problems, Clara Thorn, Rt. 1, Almo;
school is no valid reason for not paying a school tax.
."there are ample reasons to be Thomas Allen, 482 E. Park,
has the right to choose optimistic,
Alamo, Tenn.; Mrs. Peggy
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itatieclaThy about the
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Carraway, 522 S. 7th, Murray;
generation and the future generations.
situation in Vietnam."
has been proclaimed Vocational
—The structure of occupations
Pacification can work, as Mrs. Eula Kilgore, Rt. 3,
Children's Movie
The young people of today, regardless of how used Education Week in Kentucky by is rapidly changing
with new demonstrated by the increased Murray; Master Tim Miller, 1622
KenNunn.
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the statement is, .comprise our future leaders. It is
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employment
Lomond, Murray; Mrs.
being security in Vietnam, he said, and
Sat. 1 til 3 p.m.
joins with other states
A new night for Barbara Stanwycs
imperative that they receive as good an education as tutky
created.
across the nation in observing
the Army's Vietnamization of the Vena Shroat, 509 Elm, Murray;
and Lee Majors in this
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be
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vital
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Murray;
between
Mrs. Bessie
enough for today's children. They deserve more resolution of the American
cessful every day.
the world or work and the inTucker (expired), 109 S. 9th,
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-There is a daily increase in
education and better education, more training aids, Vocational Association.
dividual's needs.
self-confidence in the Vietnamese Murray; Mrs. Gentle Duncan PAAAAAA MAGAZINE
better facilities.
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—Vocational Education has
(expired), 516 S. 10th, Mayfield;
Kentucky is acknowledged as
We feel that Calloway County has the ability and an outstanding state in vocational helped to curb many of the armed forces in their ability to Mrs. Golche Curd (expired:), Rt. 8 AXILT AWARD
plan, organize and execute
"Cage Of Eagles"
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potential to provide what any other county can education, and is working to nation's social and economic combat operations," he noted, Box 69, Murray.
fulfill its citizenry's needs as problems.
provide in,the way of educational failities. •
"and, most importantly, the
We believe that_the_Calloway County School Board stated in Governor Nunn's The Commonwealth presently1 Vietnamet
e people are gaining
The Almanac
proclamation. Some of the has thirteen area vocational
confidence in their armed for- By United Press International
is doing a good job with what they have.
highlights of the proclamation schools and fifty-one.- extension
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are as follow:
centers. These schools offer a
Drug abuse, racial tension and the 35th day of 1971.
variety of vocational training communication "gaps" are
The moon is between its fir
programs to junior high school,
School patrons have repeatedly pointed out the
among the Army's most pressing quarter and full phase.
senior high school, post seconneed for upgradlethe present elementary schools.
problems, said the Vietnam The
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Week by discovering what opCalloway County High School is already over"It is important to keep these In 1901 Maj. William Gorgas
portunities are available through
problems in perspective and
crowded. Study halls are being held in the lobby of
began a campaign by the U.S.
LATE SHOW
vocational education training.
know that action is being taken t Army to wipe out yellow fever
the building. Other areas of the school are used for
11:30
p.m. FRI. - SAT.
solve each of them throug in Cuba.
class rooms when they should not be.
educational programs, open a
In 1938 Adolf Hitler seized IRMA/ TM REALE OF TM PBXS
Some school patrons of the elementary schools are
frank discussions between o control of the German Army
keeping their children out of school because of the
posite groups and a close and put Nazi officers in key
relationship between corn posts.
Fine motion pictures everyone
inability to heat the schools properly.
will enjoy. but programmed
•
A fund raising dinner for Bert manders and their men," he said. In 1948 Ceylon became a free
especially for the insomniacs
Combs and Julian Carroll is
Nine members of the cla and self-governing dominion of A SAM LAACE (IITEAPPSIS OK A/lfAM
• COLON
commissioned
a Great Britain.
TONIGHT
scheduled for Lexington's were
Fulton City schools have a tax rate of 94.9 cents
Phoenix Hotel, Wednesday, distinguished military gradua
In 1966 President Lyndon
"Time
Running
Out"
No One Under 18
per $100. Murray City schools have a tax rate of 53.7
February 10.
in recognition of their academi Johnson flew to Hawaii for a
James L Campbell
starring Dane Clark,
achievements, summer cam conference on the Vietna
cents per $100. Calloway County Schools have a tax
rate of 33 cents per $100, the lowest of the twelve
The dinner is expected to draw performances and Militar War.
Simone Signoret
Democrats from throughout Science standings. They were: A thought for today: Mar
school districts in the Jackson Puichase.
William F. Beard, Bardwell; Twain said, "Truth is the mos
Central, Eastern and Northern
THE
We agree with one letter writer who said that if a
Kentucky. Tickers are $25 per James M. Bergant, Dawso valuable thing we have. Let
person has it, he will make it, and halls of ivory will
Springe; Lloyd T. Brown, economize it."
Tonite thru Tue.
person.
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Dinner Set for 10th

James Campbell
Is Elected By
not make the difference. However at the same ttmewe would point out that it is the job of the school SS tboperative
teacher to

Dinner co-chairman Robert
Stephens, Fayette County Judge,
motivate a child w„ho has the potential. James
L. Campbell of and Dr.
George Archer of
Motivation is difficult today in poor surroundings, Harrodsburg, Kentucky has
been Prestonsburg, said
the dinner
when classrooms are cold and when teaching aids elected
vice-president
of will bekin at 6 p.m.
Southern States Cooperative at a
are at a minimum.
Motivation is one of the prime requirements of a meeting of the board of directors. Combs and Carroll will both
good teacher and the better the teacher is at this He succeeds Dr. B. F. D. Runk address the dinner crowd.
of Troy, Virginia, who has served
Tickets for the dinner may be
ability, the more the students will learn and the as vice-preside
nt for the paSt
better they will be able to meet the needs of higher threcsears. Runk was elected obtained from Combs-Carroll
county chairmen or from State
education.
president of the cooperative.
Headquarters for Combs-Carroll,
Campbell, who has been a Seelbach Hotel,
It is being proved daily that a good education is the
Louisville.
member
of
the Southern States
basis for good earning power. This is far more true
Cooperative's board of directors
today in this era of electronics, computers, and for
the past 12 years, is a
space ventures, than it was fifty years agb.
dairyman. He is a member and
We hope that County School District voters will former director of the Mercer
view this tax issue from every angle and vote a County Farm Bureau and has
served as chairman of the
resounding yes next Tuesday.
Mercer County Farm Home
Administration Committee. A
former chairman of the Burgin
School Boaro—he was a member
LEDGER a TIKES nix
of the board for 12 years—he is a
post vice-president of the Lions
MASA VT GIATI
Club. He has also served three
A survey of proposed expansions to the Murray Water and years as'a member of the board
Sewer System is being made, according to City Councilman of directors of Southern States
Leonard Vaughn. Revenue bonds of $700,000 will be sold for ex- Harrodsburg Cooperative.
pansion of the system. Rob Huie is superinternitnt of the system.
Campbell is a member of lite
The Murray and Calloway County "business barometer" just. Shawnee Run Baptist Church
r released by the Chamber of Commerce indicated progress in near Burgin.
almost all categories of business.
aims UM
Southern States Cooperative's
Mrs. J: 1. Hoick, Mrs. C. C. Lowry, and ,Mrs. James Ruby 15 man board of directors is
'Allbritten of the Murray Woman's Club attended the mid-winter composed 0100 elected directors
board meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Club held and 5 public directors who are
IMML12111611 OP PINS
at I osingtOn.
appointed by the director of
21111100111AUI
Miss Carol Diane Horn was honored with-a party in celebration Cooperative Extension Service in
1,
~ WhOlo • Newsier
of her fourth-birthday- on January 30. The party was given by her each of the states served by the
111 Maple St 7161-21112
"
-roftrether. Mrs Lloyd Horn
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Royals RollTo Win
Over Boston Celtics
By United Press InternationalA couple of Vans ran over the
Boston Celtics Wednesday
night.
Tom Van Arsdale scored 34
points and Norm Van Lier
added 32 as the Cincinnati
Royals rolled over Boston, 134115, to enhance their chances
for a berth in the National
Basketball Association playoffs.
In other NBA action Chicago
beat Baltimore, 124-102, Seattle
edged Cleveland, 98-95, aild
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Lombardi 4nd B
amed To Hall of Fa

topped San Diego,
108-101.
Cincinnati opened a 4%-giltne
CANTON, Ohio (UPI)-Vince 1968 and boosts to 70 the nine years and compiled 12,312
bulge over third-place Atlanta
Lombardi, the coach who made number
football
stars career yards rushing, a figure
of
in the Central Division as the
winning a tradition at Green enshrined.
that may never be equaled. He
Royals rallied from a nine-point
Lombardi, who passed away quit at the height of his career
deficit early in the second
a
Baeyvelanir
u fajba
imck Br
whoown
vvirtuali the on Sept, 3, 1979, gained fame to become a movie actor.
ABA Standings
NBA Standings
quarter to down Boston. John
ly rewrote National Football late in his career but became Robustelli, from little Arnold
By United Press Intenaadonal
United
By
Press
Havlicek's 28 points was high
International
League rushing records, were virtually synonomous with College in Connecticut, played
Atlantic Division
East
for the Celtics, who dropped 4%
among the seven new inductees coaching dominance during the 14 seasons in the pros with the
Pct. GB
L.
W.
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
games hack of idle second-place
announced today for the Pro 1960s. In 1959 he took over a Los Angeles Rams and New
40 18 690 ...
38 18 .679 ... New York
Philadelphia in the Atlantic Virginia
Football
Hall of Fame.
Green Bay team that finished 1- York Giants and finished with a
5%
.593
24
35
Kentucky
31 25 .554 7 Philadelphia
Division.
Joining Lorrbardi and Brown 10-1 the year before and two first place team in nine of those
New York
.517 10
28
30
25
Boston
30
.455
121
/
2
Chicago stalled briefly in its
are defensive end Andy Robus- years later guided it to a years. He is tied for the NFL
16 45 .262 Mkt
Buffalo
25 33 .431 14
By Herb Sparrow
game with Baltimore. Bob Love Carolina
telli, quarterbacks Y.A. Tittle division
title.
Lombardi's record for fumble recoveries in
Division
Pittsburgh
Central
24 33 .421 14%
then scored 13 of his game-high
and Norm Van
,Bruiser„
Kinard.
Brocklin and old powerful Packer teams won a career-22--and was named
GB
Pct.
L.
Floridians
W.
23
36
.390
161
/
2
United
Press
International
35 points in the second session
timers Bill Hewitt and Frank five NFL titles and two Super All League seven times.
32 24 .571 ...
Baltimore
Louisville Male, the defending
to start the runaway over the
Bowl championships in the next Tittle, a 17-year veteran,
.429
8
32
24
West
Cincinnati
state high school basketball
Central Division-leading Bullets.
inwie his greatest mark when
19 38 .333 1344 champion, continues to roll along The seven members inducted seven years.
W. L. Pct. GB Atlanta
It was the first Chicago victory
this year by a representative
Brown, elected in his first traded from the .
San Francisco
23
.183
Utah
11
49
36
18
Cleveland
.667
...
at
the top of the weekly UPI from each pro
in Baltimore in ,three seasons.
football city and year of eligibility, was the Forty Niners to the Giants.
Midwest Division
35 19 .648 1
ratings. The Bulldogs received 22
Earl Monroe led the Bullets Indiana
president of the Pro Football premier runner in the NFL for Never a divisional winner with
Memphis
W. L. Pct. GB of 23 first-place votes from the
34 25 .576 4%
with 19 points.
... UPI Board of Coaches and a Writers Association mark the his nine pro seasons. He led the the Forty Niners, Tittle won
10
.818
Denver
19
36
Milwaukee
45
.345
17%
Four foul shots in the final 34
largest group selected since league in rushing seven of those three with the Giants as an
36 20 .643 9% near-unanimous 229 points.
19 36 .345 17% Detroit
seconds by player-coach Lenny Texas
aging but highly competitive
11%
22
.607
34
By United Press Internadonal Wilkens enabled Seattle to
Chicago
Coach Jim Huter's towering
beat
Wednesday's Results
quarterback.
34 23 .596 12 club was an impressive winner
Phoenix
TheuCarolina Cougars simply Cleveland. Wilkens scored a
Memphis 118 Carolina 109
Van Brocklin, like Robustelli
Pacific Division
couldn't keep up with the Jones game-high 30 points and Dick
over No. 13 Owensboro this past
New York 104 Floridians 100
and Tittle, also gained fame
W. L. Pct. GB weekend and sports a fine 17-2
Boys Wednesday night and it Snyder added 28 for the Sonics.
Texas 127 Denver 119
late in his career, leading the
32 22 .593 ... record.
Los Angeles
cost them a ball game.
Bobby Smith's 25 points and Utah 120 Indiana 111
San Francisco 31 26 .544 2% Louisville Central remains No.
Glory Stompers
The Jones Boys-Wilbert, Walt Wesley's 24 kept the
534 Philadelphia Eagles to the NFL
Thursday Couples
(Only games scheduled)
26 31 .456 7/
1
2 2 after a lopsided win over Ohio
Seattle
Savage Four
Steve and Jimmy-combined Cavaliers in content,on.
523 title in 1961. He led the league
Bowling League
in passing three times and in
24 36 .40011 County, while Mote Hills' Team
Diego
San
for 68 points and rookie Wendell Lew Alcindor scored 25 points
W
L
Thursday's Gaines
punting twice.
18 39 .316 1544 Covington Catholic team retained Pin Busters
Portland
Ladner tossed in 28 more to lead Milwaukee over San Pittsburgh vs. Indiana
High Team Game (HC)
55 17
Hewitt, who died in 1947,
Wednesday's Results
741
Wednesday night as the Mem- Diego, the
Red Birds
52 20 Torpedos
its No. 3 ranking.
Rockets' sixth
at Kentucky
joined the Chicago Bears in
124 Baltimore 102
Chicago
740
phis Pros thrilled a record straight loss.
46
Fighting
Four
Savage
Four
26
BowlingGreen
meved
back
New York at Kentucky
at the
Seattle 98 Cleveland 95
720 1932 • after
46 26 Strike Outs
crowd of 8,429 with a 118-109 Jon McGlocklin had 21 points Virginia vs. Floridians
into the No. 4 position, with Ten Pens
University of Michigan and
Cincinnati 134 Boston 115
victory over the Cougars.
44 28
Anderson County dropping to No. Spares
for Milwaukee while Elvin
at West Palm Beach, Fla.
gained acclaim as one of the
Milwaukee 108 San Diego 101
High Team Series (SC)
Odd Balls
Leading the Jones Boys, who Hayes poured in 411 in a losing
P41 31
5.
(Only games scheduled)
(Only games scheduled)
1482 great ends in the league. He
are unrelated, was center effort.
34 Strike Outs
The only addition to the top ten Night Owls
Thursday's Games
1460 played without a helmet until
Wilbert Jones, who hit for a
.31 37 Glory Simpers
was Danvilleib which replaced Reapers
San Francisco at Phoenix
1444 the league made him wear one
career high 27 points. Steve
31 41 Savage Four
Louisville St. vier in the No. 9 The Four "C"s
in 1939.
Atlanta at Portland
Jones had 21 and Jimmy Jones
Rockets
31 41
spot.
Kinard joined the Brooklyn
(Only games scheduled)
Series
(HC)
High
Team
20 as the Pros recorded their
The
West
Siders
31
41
The ratings (1st-place votes in
2095 Dodgers out of the University
13th victory in their last 17
Alley Cats
30 42 Savage Four
parentheses):
• Oleg. U.S. Pat. Off:)
conjecture now that they've
2036 of Mississippi in 1938 and made
games,
Stelltes
27g GlotyWeinpers
By MILTON RICHMAN
the All League team at tackle
come up with young Jim
25
47
Strike
Outs
SIM
George Lehmann was high
P.D.'s
1. Louisville Male( 22)
229
UPI Sports Writer
in his first year. He was the
Plunkett as the nation's No. 1
man for Carolina with 28 points
244$
2. Louisville Central(1)
206 L&M's
PHOENIZ, Ariz.(UPI)-Joe draft choice. "Most of the other
High Ind. Game (SC,- -- only all league player to switch
20 52 •
and Joe Caldwell had 26.
Covington Catholic
178 Misfits
Jackie
Hargrove
'
IS to the All American Conference
In other American Basketball Kapp is the worst golfer here. guys have come here to try to
4. Bowling Green
122
He
says
so
himself,
and
if
I've
come
win
money.
here
for
Larry
Bolen
High
Association action, Utah beat
Team Game (SC)
173 when that league was begun in
e. Anderson County
105
• rry Evans - •:171_ 1946 and immediately became
Indiana 120-111, New York you know Joe Kapp you know only one reason. To have fun.
6. Louisville Manual
76 Reapers
the first player to win honors in
728
edged the Floridians 104-100 and he's one of those guys who Nobody's having more fun than
Ky. Lake Men's
7. Breathitt County
59 Reapers
two leagues.
•
me."
High
Ind.
Game
)HC)
Red
Texas defeated Denver 127-119. always tells the truth.
Birth.
723
Bowling League
LPleasure Ridge Park
33
He can be wrong, though.
Joe Kapp, as usual, is telling Team
Nancy Cutterback
223
George Stone and Ron Boone
W L 9. Danville
29
Hank Aaron, the Atlanta the truth.
Larry Bolen
217
High Team Game (HC)
ignited a third-period rally that
Corvette lanes
57 19 10. McDowell
27
College Basketball Results
215
lifted Utah past Indiana and Braves' superstar, hasn't He's not letting his marvelous Martin Oii
,877 Eric Story
561
/
2 19% Second ten: 11. Madisonville 12. Reapers
By United Press International
helped the Stars boost their played golf in eight years and golf game bug him, he's not All Jersey
850
48% 27% Louisville St. Xavier, 13. Fighting Four
27 letting Jim Plunkett bug him, Mutual of Omaha
East
High Ind. Series (SC)
Western Division lead to a full has been assigned a
643
4720 Owensboro,14. Hazard, 15. Clark Ten Pens
handicap here, the same as Joe he's not letting all this talk
468 LaSalle 74 Loyola (La.) 53
Paul Holland
game over the Pacers.
Kelly's
4242 1101; Co., 16. Westport, 17. Ahsland, 18.
Larry Evans
458 W. Virginia 95 Pitt 91
High Tram Series (SC)
Mery Jackson led Utah with Kapp, for the $30,000 American about the Patriots trading him Colonial Bread
4112. 344 Carlisle Co., 19. Hopkinsville, 20.
Larry Bolen
431- Fordham 65 Army 60
Reapers
26 points and Boone finished Airlines Astrojet Classic, in bug him; and he's not even College Cleaners
41 35 ;rant Co.
. teilitions . bug Mo Go Oil
Syracue 68 Penn St. 64
with 26. Roger Brown's M which 66 top baseball and Letting world en
38 31 Others receiving two or more Red Birds football personalities begin him.
High IM. Series IHC)
points were tope for Indiana.
Lindsey's
37 39 votes: Clay Co., Paris, Fairdale, Fighting Four
"One day there'll bezjustice," Moose Lodge No. 2
South
582
Paul Holland
Rick Barry scored 14 of- his hacking away Friday.
33 43 Newport Catholic, Woodford Co.,
Tommie Agee, the New York he says, covering any or all of
David Story
575 No Car. St. 71 Maryland 61
30 points in the last period to
High Team Series (RC)
Uncle Jeff's
33 43 Frankfort, Christian Co., Mason
563 Geo Wash 87 Navy 86 ; ot)
2529 Larry Bolen
power the Nets past the Mets' centerfielder, and Don those foregoing problems. "Mi- Moose Lodge No. 1
Newport, University Reapers
32 44 Co.,
Louisville 98 Tulsa 85
2440
Floridians. Manny Leaks had 22 Maynard, the New York Jets' gratory workers, for example, Murray Auto Parts
Fighting
Four
30 46 Breckinridge, Taylor Co.,
Tulane 93 L.SU 86
High Averages
Red Birds
2390
points for New York while receiver, have been given are getting the short end of the Fenton & Hodge
29 47 Franklin-Simpson.
143 Georgia Tech 90 Georgia 77
Jackie Hargrove
Larry Jones was high man for maximum 27 handicaps also, stick now, but someday there Conoll Tires
27 49
but Joe Kapp still believes he's will be justice."
Larry Evans
142
High Ind. Game (SC)
the Floridians with 24.
Fine, but what about Heise
Midwest
WINTER SPORTS MEET
137
279 Barry Rose
Frankie Cooper
Don Freeman's 33-point per- the poorest golfer in the whole
•
High Team Game((;
4.
man
Trophy
winner
Jim Mortin Oil Co.
135 Creighton 90 So M 78
MUNICH, Germany (UPI)- Dan Jones
224 Bob Hargrove
formance led
Texas over bunch.
1039
He's Having Fun
Plunkett coming to Boston Moose
132 St. Bona 104 Xavier(0) 77
222 Rita Hargrove
Denver, leaving the teams tied
Lodge No. 1
1030, Almost 150 of Europe's top Dan Jones
"I don't really care," says advertised as "the best quarter131
196 David Copeland
for last inthe West. Larry
Moose Lodge No. 1
1027 winter sports competitors left Mary Smith
West
for Sapporo from Munich Joyce Roller
196
Cannon had 35 points to lead the 32-year-old quarterback for back since Joe Nemeth?"
the Boston Patriots who has
'Plunkett Will Be Great'
Duquesne 90 San Fran 77
Wednesday to take part in the Marilyn Parks
192
the Rockets.
High Team Series-IBC)
become the subject of wide
"There's no question in my
192
Moose Lodge No. 1
1984 pre-Olympic Winter Games Betty Cooper
mind he'll make it," Joe Kapp
Mo Go Oil
2966 from Feb. 4-7 in the Japanese
says about 23-year-old Jim
Long Day
High Ind. Game (liC)
THE BIG GAME
Martin Oil
_ 2961 resort
Plunkett, who'll probably meet
Frankie Cooper
311
NEW
YORK (UPI -The
NEW YORK (UPI) - Carl
with the Patriots to talk money
245 Hubbell, peerless southpaw of Hughes Sports Network anDan Jones
High Ind. Game (SC)
JOIN WSt.; STAFF
sometime next week.
243 the Old New York Giants, nounced Wednesday that more
Ron Swain
232
PULLMAN, Wash. (UPI)- Dan Jones
"He's gonna be a great Gene
237 shut out the St. Louis Car- than 100 television stations
Skiles & Richard EdKeith Lincoln, former Washing- Betty Cooper
footbal player. How do I know?
232 dinals 1-0 in 18 innings in across the nation would carry
monds
211 ton
University
and Joyce Roller
State
I've watched him. Being a
229 1933. Hubbell fanned 12 and Saturday's basketball game
Dennis Goodwin & Haft GarAmerican Football League star, Mary Smith
BY: DON CARR
chicano, part-Mexican like I ner
didn't walk a batter.
between top-ranked Southern
209 and Leon Burtnett. an assistant
am, I've watched him closely.
High
lad.
Series
(SC)
TOP TWENTY TEAMS - JANUARY 31. 1971:
California and No. 2 UCLA live
University,
at Montana State
I'm proud of him. Very proud.
662
from Los Angeles, beginning at
High Ind. Series (SC)
have joined WSU as assistants Dan Jones
89.0
96.2
ii - HOUSTON
1 - U. C. L. K.
A lot of people keep asking me Jim
632
89.5
11 p.m. EST.
12 .7JENNESSEE
.,
Neale
2 - SO. CALIFORNIA - 96.1
603 to head football Coach Jim E'rankie Cooper
who's
gonna
be
number
one,
89 2
- 93.4
13 - LOUISVILLE
Jim Neale
571 Versatile Hansen
3 - KANSAS
Haft Garner
559 Sweeney.
.
- 88.9 me or him? That makes me
- 92.3
44 - UTAH STATE
4 MARQUETTE
Marilyn Parks
546
Lyman Dixon
556
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
- 88.8
- 92.2
15 - VILLANOVA
5 - PENNSYLVANIA
laugh. I'm not going to camp
Mildred Hodge
513 (UPI) - Harmon Killebrew
- 88.7
16 - LASALLE
6 - SOUTH CAROLINA - 91..8
with
the
idea
of
beating
one
of
Patsy Neale
'502 of the i1 emote Twins, start- WAGERING CLIMBS
88.4
METS SIGN THREE
17 - INDIANA
- 91.6
7 - NOTRE DAME
High Averages
_ 88,2
my teammates. I'm goilig there
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)91.1
18 - DUQUESNE
- KENTUCKY
-Short(UPI)
YORK
Man for the
NEW
thfrd
186
Jim Neale
1,
I
sh8ebt4m---=sere---i-with the idea of beating theV -‘ .78tRIGAIVILL?:-TL-A 10,9
. . o rig AssocTifion
menean P77 e in t
111
stop Bud tiarrelson,`TITITuer
185
rliciftrook
- 87.7
20 - ILLINOIS
10- UCSTERN KENTUCKY - 90.7
,
opposition."
said
Monday that wagering at
played
first.
728 All-Star Cyttiie,
182 Tug McGraw and rookie right- Frankie Cooper
Lyrnen Dixon
Kapp tried once more to get
725 third, the outfield and pinch pari-mutuel tracks in 1970
COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - JANUARY 31. 1971:
T. C. Hargrove
182 !tender Jim Bibby Wednesday Dan Jones
his feelings across. He tried
hit in nine previous All-Star climbed to 91,935,530,530, the
Jim
Neale
with
contracts
signed
their
1971
613
181
Dennis Ray Goodwin
11 - FAIRMONT
I - S. W. LOUISIANA - 87.3
hard.
27th consecutive yearly gain.
Stan Hargrove
613 appearances.
the New York Mets.
- 76.4
1/ - ROANOKE
• KENTUCKY STATE - 84.4
13 - NEW ORLEANS-LS8-- - 76.3
Betty Cooper
626
- LOUISIANA TECH - 82.4
- 76.2
14 - NORTHEASTERN.
4 - TENNEsSFP STATE - 81.5
Burlene Brewer
614
- 76.1
15 - AKRON
• - KENTUCKY WESLEYAN- 80.1
Marilyn Parks
614
- 76.0
16 - TRXOYLVANIA
- 79.2
6 - ORAL ROBERTS
Glynda Black
612
17 - N. W. LOUISIANA - 75
‘
8
- 78.7
7 - INDIANA STATE
18 - ASHLAND
- 75.15
- 77.4
8 - ASSUMPTION
- 75.2
19 - OLD DOMINION
- 77.2
9 - PUGET SOUND
High Averages
20 - CENTRAL ST.OHIO - 75.0
- 76.9
10- EAU CLAIRE
Norman Chancey
182
his
Bill Mainor scored 17 of
By United Press International first half.
Dan Jones
182'
Paul O'Goreck had 24 to lead 20 points in the second half to Lyman Dixon
Most losing coaches can
181
was
Army.
It
past
Fordham
lift
Pitusually pinpoint the cause for the Panthers while the
Jim Neale
181'
defeat but Pittsburgh's Buzz tsburgh stands contributed the Rams' 14th victory in 15 T. C. Hargrove
180'
,
Ridl may never know who cost three eggs, two firecrackers. a games.
Vernon Riley
174
24
scored
Durham
Jarrett
of
head
fish,
oranges
a
and
him Wednesday night's game
Mildred Hodge
173
(14-2)
hit
Duquesne
and
points
lettuce.
against West Virginia.
Marilyn Parks
169
A pair of technical fouls • In action involving top, 20 on better than 64 per cent of its Patsy Neale
181
Francisco.
beating
San
LaSalle
in
shots
teams,
12th-ranked
against the Pittsburgh stands
Mary Smith
153
helped
points
Taylor's
23
Louisiana
John
trounced
Loyola of
for throwing refuse provided
Betty Dixon
151
the key points that enabled 74-53, Fordham ( No. 14) Creighton beat Southern Illinois Jean Chancey
151
BUCHANAN, TENN., Route 3
West_ Virginia to score a 95-91 downed Army 65-6; and Du- and Rich Yunkus poured in V
second
in
the
18)
points
(No.
whipped
San
of
his
37
quesne
victory over the Panthers.
Saturday Morning Juniors
(5 Miles West of Paris Landing)
West Virginia took the lead to Francisco 90-77. Elsewhere, half to spark Georgia Tech past
Bowling League
stay late in the first half when Creighton crushed Southern Georgia. Larry Carter had a
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point
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Georgia
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Teant
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vage Four ,
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for
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teamed
Fields
Patriots Wednesday acquired utters
and Sam Oglesby 23 to lead
25,2 38%
Bel-Air Shopping Center
West
Virginia.
Robinson LaSalle boosted its record to 15- offensive guard Jim Schmed- orpeddr
65$
dropped in the first technical 1 with a :ri9mph over Loyola, ding from the . San Diego
Open 9-6 Weekdays
MASCO
foul that gave West Virginia a which 1ai7M. to score in the Chargers for an undiscloged
cti=en
High Teem Game (SCI
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Fitts-Logan Vows Planned

Crawford Homo Is
Scene Of Jessie
Ludwick Meeting

Willard Ails Speaks On "Drug Abuse" At
Zeta Meet; Department Makes Donations
Willard Ails, president of the
Calloway County Council on Drug
Education, was the guest speaker
at the regular meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Womart's Club held on Thursday,
January 28, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
In his talk on "Drug Abuse",
Mr. Ails said our young people
who will be our leaders in a few
years, are the hopes for our
future; and they must be
educated te the dangert Of the
misuse of drugs. The only effective approach to drug
education is to start early, as
children start to develop peer
groups when they enter school,
Ails said. Peer group pressures
mount all through grade school,

and by the time they reach high
school age their values in life are
set; therefore it is important to
reach them before they start to
experiment With drugs, the
speaker

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. I need advice from anyone who can give
it to me. My son is 17. When he was 16, a married woman
with two children started chasing after him. She still does.
He was always home nights until that terrible woman
came into the picture. Now he lies to us and says he is
staying overnight with a buddy, but it turns out that he is
with this woman.
She is over 21 and is on probation, so you know what kind
of person the is. My son will listen to no one since he became
so infatuated with this woman. The law protects her, believe
it or not. The police and even a New York judge have told us
there is nothing we can do about it. Does this make any
sense to you?
If he were your son, what would you do?
HEARTSICK MOTHER

FRIE)
na's
Ont.,
. and

HOME LOANS

Ann
Aim

"Can You Qualify" You may!
Read these requirements:
RESIDENCE:

Gorch
Chairm
Council
vance
nual
fetence
huge tu
from t
terestee
develop
"Wor
Depart
formed
a vital
econorr
left not
togethe
stimuli
throug
Canada
such a
before t
Assoc
Louisvi
return
addres
vention
indieati
valuabl
ti a cow
I: Council
: The a
sponso
Travel
Chamt
cooperi
Depari
format
conduc
Inn.
Sessi
Impor
Kentuc
Impor
Packsi

Must live in rural area, own land in rural area or be em.
ployed in rural area.

Applicant lir Income Must: (1) Be a citizen 18 yawsof age or older.
I 2) Not own an adequate home.
3 I Have good credit and character rating.
14) Have income to pay living expenses
and
scheduled loan payments and other indebtedness.
5) Have income of less than $8,0000 per
year. Larger income may qualify if family is
exceptionally large.
If family owns an inadequate home a loan
may be made to
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may
sell it.

tm=1

HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
1 Not exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living space
unless more than five in family.
( 21 One Lath only for family of less
than five
members.
(3) Not more than three bedrooms if family is
not more than five in rumber.
'4) No den, T. V., or rumpus room but
may
include eitra space for stop if needed for
earning living.
• 5; No olaborste, luxurious, expensive, doors,
windows, built-in cabinets, bars, paneling, etc.
6) House May not cost more man $16,000.00
, rio:s not include cost of lot and water system
7) House must be conventional design.
8) Must not have double carport or garage.

SITE REQUIREMENTS:
Where loan funas are involved in site purchase not
more than
one acre may be purchased. State Health
Dept. requires
minimum of 10,000 square feet if septic
tank installed,
het .tsr these are no set requirements as
to size of lot.

For More Information ...
Call or See

GENE STEW
901 Story Avenue
Office South 9th Street

AnuividA

Executive Board
Of Almo PTA Has
Monday Meeting

Mr. and Mrs. Max Lawrence of
Benton Route Five are the
parents of a baby boy, Anthony
Wade, weight six pounds nine
ounces, born on Monday,
February 1, at 10:10 a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter.
Telesa, age seven. The father is
employed by the GAF at Calvert

1% Interest On New

Ails send in an effort to make
DEAR MOTHER: The police should know the law. And
children in Calloway County
so should a judge, but since your sou is a minor and this
conscious of the problems and
Miss Winnifred Frances Fitts
woman is on probation, it doesn't make sense to me that
daegers of the misuse of drugs, ,
there isn't anything you can do. If he were my son. I would
the council is sponsoring poster
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts of Route One, Puryear, Tenn.,
hire a geed attorney aad pay him for what be knows.
contests for grades one through I
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
six, and theme contests for
youngest daughter, Winnifred Frances, to Billy Terrell Logan,
DEAR ABBY: My hand's brother and his wife Mk,
grades six through eight in all
i,son of Mr.and Mrs. Billy Logan of Union City, Tenn.
moved into their new home. It is a very beautiful home and
schools. Certificates will be given
e Miss Fitts is a 1967 graduate of Puryear High School and is a
they are very proud of it. The other night we called on thesis
to winners in each grade, and
*Senior majoring in business education at the University of Tenfirst and second place cash
for the first time and brought along a housewarming gift. nessee at Martin, Tenn. She is a member of the Honor Corp and
awards of $10.00 and $5.00 in each
We sat down, had a drink and talked, but they never,Offered ,
Phi Chi Theta, Women's Business Fraternity, and vice-president
school. He said results are being
to show us dirt' their home. Neither did we ask them to show
of (lenient Hall.
seen already as parents and
it to us.
Mr Logan is a 1967 graduate of Union City High School and is
children
are coming by his
The next day we heard that the wife was very upset
en:ployed by the Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors of Fulton.
for literature.
because we didn't ask them to show us the house. Please
A March 20th wedding is being planned at the St. Leo's Catholic
--Plans are being discussed
settle this, Abby. Who is supposed to do what? Should we . -Church, Murray.
about the possibility of bringing
have asked them to show us their house? Or should they
lane former addicts here to talk
have offered to take tat thru their new home? FLORIDAN&
their experiences to the high
DEAR FLORIDANS: Mee the purpose of your call was
school age young people.
to "warm" their new MEC k would seem only reasonable
Mrs. Eugene Flood, chairman
that they would offer to thew you thru. But since they didn't,
of the program commiteee, inin the school gym at seven p.m.
Miss Nelda Ftobinston, bride- troduced the speaker.
you would not have been out of order to have said, "—And
Thursday, February 4
with Mrs. Lucille Ross as the
elect of Jerry Underwood, was Mrs. James
now, will you give us a 51I-cent tour?"
Weatherly,
The Town and County
speaker. All parents are urged to
honored
with
a
lovely department chairman, presided
Homemakers Club will meet at
attend.
miscellaneous shower held on at the business session. Members
DEAR ABBY • I am a girl with a very touchy problem. the home of Mrs. Howard Giles,
Monday, January 18, in the voted to give $50.00 to the
My best friend has a weak muscle in her eye which makes 1623 Loch Lomond Drive, at 7:30 The Suburban Homemakers
basement of the Puryear Church Calloway County Council on Drug
.m
her cross-eyed. I hear that this can be corrected by an operaClub will meet at the home of
of Christ.
Education to help them promote
tion, but 1 just can't bring myself to mention it to her. Even
Mrs. Lenith Rogers at seen p.m.
Hostesses for the event were their projects.
tho I am her best friend I am afraid it would hurt her feel- • The Baptist Women of the with Mrs. Harry' Russell as
mrso.Nenie Ilugbes, balsa Nedra
Baptist
irksey
department also voted to
Church
will
ings.
cohostess.
Pas
•-,Miss • Melanie
the Teens-Who-Care
When' she is not with me, so many people ask me why Itneet at the church at 6:30 p.m.
Ethe
and Miss Mary Beth
,a new group of young
she doesn't get her eye fixed for otherwise she would be so
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Usrey.
people who are interested in
The Garden Department of the
pretty. I usually say, "I don't know why." and walk away.
the WSCS of the First United
Special guests included the working with the mentally ill, and
Woman's
urray
Club
will
meet
What else can I do?
Methodist Church will meet at
bride-elect's mother, Mrs. to provide funds necessary for
t the club house at two p.m.
Guys notice it right away, and I am sure that's the
the church at seven p.m.
Kenwood Robinson, and the them to obtain a charter.
stesses will, be Mesdames
reason she has very few dates. She is a lovely girl with a nice
• groom-elect's mother, Mrs. A contribution of $25.00 will be
ugh Houston., Clifton Key,
The Sigma Department of the
personality.
Is
there
some
way
I can help her without hurting
Hobert Underwood.
sent to the Community Mental
umphrey Key, Ed Frank Kirk,
Murray Woman's Club will have
her feelings?
A FRIEND
The guest register was Health Center of Western Keno
d L. E. McSwain.
a Sweetheart Dinner (potluck) at
decorated in yellow overlaid with tucky to be used as a part of the
DEAR FRIEND: Yes. Only a good friend would care
the club house at 6:30 p.m. Sigma
white. The centerpiece was of $20,000 matching local funds for a
enough to tell her that her eye can be corrected. Perhaps she
husbands will be guests.
yellow roses and the bride's book federal grant to expand the
doesn't know. Or perhaps she isn't aware of bow disfiguring
Senior recital of Roger Cox, Hostesses will be Mesdames
was a hand painted gift from education and prevention of
and conspicuous it is. If you tell her in the spirit of friendly
ayfieid, trumpet, will be at the Mona Purdom, Bobby N.
Mrs. Myrtle Mae nelson of alcoholism in this area.
loving kindness she should be grateful, not hurt.
Puryear.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building, Crawford, Joe Hal Spann, Ron
Refreshments were served by
Christopher, Ed. Overbey, and
The gifts were attractively the
hostesses,
Mesdames
CONFIDENTIAL TO PROUD DAD: You have a right to
Murray State, at eight p.m. No Bill Wells.
displayed on a table draped in Maurice Ryan, Vernon Stubhe proud. True, you can't "force" a generous check on your charge.
yellow centered with a yellow blefield, Jr., A. H. Titsworth, and
daughter as a reward for having given up smoking, but you
The Theta Department of the
ruffled parasol and flowers of Voris Wells.
can send one to the American Cancer Society in your cornWomen of the Moose will meet Murray Woman's Club will have
yellow and white daisies.
Realty.
at the Moose Lodge at 7:30 p.m. a Sweetheart Dinner (potluck) at
Games were played with prizes
All officers are asked to wear the club house at 6:30 p.m.
What's your problem You'll feel better if you get It off
going to Mrs. Dorothy Harrelson
Members will bring guests.
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN, Los Angeles. Cal, pastel formals.
and Mrs. Frances Newton who
Hostesses are Mrs. C. W Jones,
NOW For a preset'sl reply enclose stamped, addressed
graciously presented them to the
Mrs. Charles Hale, and Miss
eavelope.
honoree.
Fridae, February 5
Martha Guier.
After the honoree opened her
The Murray-Calloway County
many lovely and useful gifts, Mrs. Jesse Weatherford of
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teea-Agers Want to
Citizens Club will meet at
Senior
refreshments were served from a Almo Route One has been
Knew," send Si to Abby, Boa 69746, Lea Aageles, Cal. 94669,
Lourdes
from
beautifully appointed table dismissed
at the First United
noon
12
decorated with a yellow cloth Hospital, Paducah.
Methodist Church educational
overlaid with antique lace.
building. A potluck luncheon will
Miss Beth Garrison of Murray
Yellow candles in silver candle
be served. Host will be Ivy Culver
holders were placed on each side has been a patient at Lourdes
and hostesses tea be Mesdames
of an arrangement. of flowers in Hospital, Paducah.
Lula 1)unn, John Farmer,
shades of yellow.
Golden, Ruby Harrell,
The Baptist Young Women of Martha
Hagan.
Punch, mints, nuts and wed- Mrs. Jackie Hoke of. Murray
and.Olive
the Memorial Baptist Church met
ding cookies were served to the Route One has been dismissed
Monday, February 1, at seven
guests. Many who could not at- from the Western Baptist The executive board of the
A basketball game between the
o'clock in the evening at the home
Hospital, Paducah
tend sent fifts.
Almo School Parent-Teacher
Men's and Women's teams of the
at Mrs. Steve Ware.
Association met at the school
Mrs. Max Reed gave the Kirksey PTA and the Hazel PTA
cafeteria on Monday, February 1,
prayer
calendar. Mrs. Mason will be held at Hazel at seven
at one-thirty o'clock in the afBillington,
president, presided at p.m. The doors will open at 6:30
ternoon with the president, Mrs.
p.ni
the business session.
M. D. McGinnis. presiding.
The program was presented by
Mrs. Paul Hopkins gave the
Mrs. Tommy Wilkins who was
Saturday, February II
devotion and prayer.
The group discussed the Grade assisted by Mrs. Jerrell White,
A RUMMAGE SALE WILL BE
Mrs.
Mason
Billington, and Miss HELD AT THE American Legion
Tournament, Valentine parties
June Fancher.
for grades one through eight, and
Hall, South 6th and Maple
Attending the meeting were Streets, starting at eight a.m.
and
Men's
the
Women's
PTA
Tack of
Mrs. Ware, Mrs. Reed, Mrs.
baliketball games.
The sale is sponsored by the
Billington, Mrs. Wilkins, Mrs.
Mrs. McGinnis expressed
Theta Department of the Murray
White, Miss Francher, and Mrs. Woman's Club.
appreciation to the music groups,
Robert Koch.
Country Six, Country Gentlemen,
The next meeting will be held
An Old Fashioned Fiddler'
Rhythm Ramblers, Rock House
14
on Thursday, March 4, at seven Contest will be held at Jeffery
Creek Uprising, and Stuxiowners
p.m. at the home of Mrs Max Gymnasium, Calloway Count
for their time and interest in
Reed.
High School, at seven p.m.,
playing for the Country Music
by the Rand Boosters
sponsored
(Regularly '1 to 12)
Show held at the school on
Club. Admission is 50 and 7
Saturday, January 16
Rack of Dacron -Polyester
In Japan. pine stands for con- cents.
She elle. expressed appreciation filach one who helped stancy because it never changes
in any way and especially to Billy color, bamboo represents
Sunday, February 7
Joe Hale for being master of strength because it bends with
Teens Who Care will sponsor a
the wind and returns to its origi(Regular
44
ceremonies. Micheet Wells, sixth
l
i14 year old
nal position, and plum . repre- party for the 12 aF
grade student of Mrs. James sents beaety.
'19 00)
Hospital,
4
children of •Outw
Brown, was presented the prize
information
Dawson Springs.
• cRoot Belt
for selling the most tickets on the
cull the sponsors, Dan Shipley, or
ham which was won by Mrs) McGinnis, president,:Joe
and Mrs. Robert Wagaif or
Mr.
Walker,
officers, Churck Hussung,
Ruby Duncan. Little Miss Lee secretary,
Paul
Hopkins, the
4,
1; ail --Sy:emote
Willis, Gail 1.yons, or Karen
Ann Rushing. daughter of Mr. treasurer, Gene Starks,
Kenneth Dead
MURRAY KENTUC.AY
and Mrs. Tom Rushing, was Starks, Budl Hargis, Bill Miller. Russell.
featured at the contest.'
Larry Woodall, Howard flu6,
Dixieland Shopping Center Murray, Kentucky
Monday, February 8
Those present were Mesdames nd the principal, Tom Rushing
The Almo School PTA will meet

Nelda Robinson is
Honored At-Shower
At Puryear Church

FBIRTHSj

Mrs. Charles Crawford opened
home on West Main Street for
the meeting of the Jessie Ludwick Circle of the First
Presbyterian Church held on
Tuesday, February 2, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The program was presented by
Mrs. Otis McNelis who discussed
Mrs. Elvis Thwreatt Of Taylor,
the second chapter of the study
book,"This We Know" written by Mich., is the paternal grandmother and Rev. and Mrs.
Suzanne De Dietrich.
Mrs. Herbert Brooks gave the Herman Holt of Benton Route
devotion on the subject of Five are the maternal grand"Grace" with her scripture parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rollie
reading from Romans 5:1-5, 15- Lyles of Hardin Route One are
the paternal great grandparents.
17.
The circle chairman, Mrs
McNelis, presided. The minutes
and coffee were served to the
were read by the secretary, Mrs.
seven persons present.
Brooks, and the treasurer's
The next meeting will be held
report was given 'by Mrs.
Tuesday, March 2, at 1:30 p.m.
on
Crawford. The meftitg was
at the home of Mrs. Stanford
closed with prayer.
Hendrickson.
Refreshments of cherry tarts

Good attorney can
end son's 'affair'
Mrs. W. P. Russell, center, treasurer of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club, is shown presenting Willard Ails,
president of the Calloway Council on Drug Education, with a
check for $50.00 to be used by the council to help promote Its
educational projects on drug abuse. Mrs. James Weatherly, Zeta
Department chairman, is pictured at the right.
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Steak Finger Basket

We're Clearing Out All Fall
and Winter Merchandise!

$ 1 25

Basket Includes . . .
* 5 Delicious Breaded Steak Fingers
* Lettuce & Tomato Salad
* Toasted Sesame Bun
* French Fries
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I Mrs. StanfordFRIENDLY RELATIONS—Hsu Chung-fu (left), Red China's first official envoy to Canada, is greeted in Ottawa,
li.. Ont., by Arthur Andrew, Canadian director of Asian
. and Pacific Affairs for Department of External Affairs.
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Annual Travel Conference
Aims at Sellout Attendance

Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of Murray State University, has
been named state chairman of
the 1971 Easter Seal campaign.
His appointment was announced by Dr. L. 0. Tooney,
Bowling Green, president of the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children and Adults,
which conducts the annual appeal. The campaign will begin
March 1 and continue through
April 11, Easter Sunday. Sparks
served as state chairman last
year.
As chairman, Sparks will lead
more than 10,000 volunteers
throughout Kentucky's 120
counties in conducting the
statewide Easter Seal fund drive,
rontributions to the annual appeal will be used to finance the
society's program of therapies,
medical and hospital care,
hearing and speech services,
recreation and camping for
physically handicapped children
and adults.
Now in its 48th year of service,
the Society owns and operates
seven Easter Seal facilities. They
are located in Louisville,
Lexington, Carrollton,
Covington, Paducah, Morehead
nd Owensboro.
Dr. Sparks, who served as state
superintendent of public instruction tram 1964 to 1968, has
been associated with Murray
State since 1948 when he joined
the faculty as an associate
professor of education.
A native of Rockcastle county,
Dr. Sparks earned his A. B.
degree with honors at Transylvania College in Lexington,
and received his M. A. and Ed. D.
degree from the University of
Kentucky. 'He -Edger attendedBethany College in West Virginia
and studied law for one year at U
of K.
He was president of the Kentucky Education Association in
1960 and served as a lieutenant
commander in the U.S. Navy in
World War II. Prior to joining
Murray State University, Dr.
Sparks held positions with
Breckinridge county, Irvington,
Ritc.cP11 and Mayfield (Kentucky)
school districts.

Gordon Martin of Florence, Kentucky's Tourist and Travel
Chairman of the Kentucky Travel Attractions, Travel Theatre, You
Council, said Monday that ad- and the U.S. Travel Program,
vance reservations for the An- Kentucky's Outdoor Recreation
nual Kentucky Travel Con- Study (Spindleto0), Vacation
ference February 9-10 indicate a Travel in Kentucky and the
huge turnout of business persons United States, and The Imfrom throughout the state in- portance of Travel'Development.
Travel specialists on the
terested in stimulating greater
; developments in the travel field. program include: Commissioner
7 "Working with the Kentucky Kenneth F. Harper of Kentucky
Department of Public In- Department of Public Information and other groups with formation;
John
Fisher,
a vital interest in th travel President, John Fisher Eneconomy, the Travel Council has terprises, Toronto, Canada;
left nothing to chance in putting Morris Ford, Chairman, United
Vacation
together a program designed to States
Package
stimulate business from now Committee, Baton Rouge, La.;
through 1974. For example, Lewis Tingley, Executive
Canada's John Fisher, who gave Director, Louisville and Jefsuch a stimulating presentation ferson County Convention and
before the recent Kentucky Press Visitors Commission, Louisville;
Association
convention
I James, Porter, Delta Airlines
Louisville, has been enticed to Vacation Sales
Manager;
return only three weeks later to William Muriihy, Executive
',---address another major con- Director, Greater Paducah
vention at Louisville—the editors Chamber of Commerce; Richard
•indicated Mr. Fisher sharadhia Ready, President, Kentucky
•valuable experience in promoting Lake Vacationland, Inc., Hardin,
MOST ORIGINAL
country," states the Travel Ky.; C. Web Theleen, Manager,
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI)—
Tourist
&
Chairman.
Promotion
Depart'Council
members of the OklaSeveral
The annual conference is being ment, Louisville Area Chamber
homa Senate offered amendsponsored by the Kentucky of Commerce; Gordon Martin,
ments Tuesday to an antiTravel Council of the Kentucky Chairman of Kentucky Travel
campus- riot bill, but the most
Chamber of Commerce in Council; Win Schuler, President,
original was Sen. Leon Field's
cooperation with the Kentucky Schuler's Restaurants, Marshall,
proposal.
of Public In- Mith.; Martin Darity, Director of
Department
Field suggested campus rioformation. The conference will be State Liaison for the United
be sentenced to sit in the
ters
Travel
Service,
conducted at Stuffer's Louisville States
chair for seven days.
Washington, D.C.; Theodore C. electric
Inn.
The amendment failed.
Standish,
Travel
Marketing
Session topics will include: The
Promoting Manager, Better Homes and Commission; and Walter
Importance
of
Harper,
Kentucky's 1974 Celebration, The Gardens, New York, N.Y.; Clyde President, Walter Harper
Importance of State Travel Webb, Ashland, Chairman of the Associates, Greensboro, North
Package Tours, How to Promote Kentucky, Historical Events Carolina.

Connie Stevens Comes Across And How!
'•••

•

By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association

Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—She performs

, in the nude, swears like a Marine topkick and plays the first
death Beene of her career, but
; Connie Stevens thinks fans will
still recap's* her hi a new
Reason: She sings in the film.
Connie belts out a couple • of
- popular classics in a 1931-eraversion of the style that's made
' her nightclub act a hit from
Las Vegas to New York's Plaza.
"I'm counting" on the voc
•m
to help me graduate
said
'Cricket' and 'Wendy'
nightclub
• Connie. She plays
rich's "The
floozy in Robert
Grissom Gang," drama of preCity.
Repeal K
and "Wendy" were
"Cricke
ues she played in the
the in
han Eye" and "Wendy
"Ha
Me' series respectively and
A
very success of those TV
• roles long typed her, for some
producers, as a lightweight
comedienne. She credits Aidrich with giving her a musical
bridge, so to speak, to dramatic
acting.
• • •,
;
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Dr. Sparks Named State Chaplain-on-Call Program Started at Holiday Inn
Chairman, Easter Seals

Max Lawrence of
Five are the
thy boy, Anthony
six pounds nine
on Monday,
10:10 a.m. at the
loway County

area or beams
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"A SINGER ge, ts special acthe public,"
ceptance from
clallned Connie. And she should
know, her ex-husband is Eddie
Fisher! "In 'The Grissom Gang'
I come to a bad end, but people
g • win just say that she is 'unfor1. tunate,' not really a bad girl."
In the rough, tough underfeorki story that starts with a
kidnapping and ends in a sungbusting shoot-out, Connie comes
on like a fragile vision, rehearsing the 1931 hit, "Ain't Misbe0! navin'," in a deserted nightclub.
As "Anna Borg," she sings she
$! does a soft-shoe routine, she
,
1 ings some more, apparently
blivious to the fact that the
Grissom Gang has just Musclediii11.11 her employer
"She IA oblivion,'" said Con-

g

Connie St
Belts out a song.

peats four-Ietter words mindlessly 114,sza parrot"---orily set
for the "make-orthe
b
" scene that Connie coners an acting challenge. The
dumb blonde spills the beans
about the Grissom Gang. And
her mobster boy friend arrives
and shoots the dumb blonde.
She dies, --but not before she
struggles to the phone .to call
the police chief, thus doing her
citizen's duty.
"Death scenes can be death
traps," admitted Connie. And
What's new about a death-bed
confession by an actress? "I
know I'm not giving away any
secret if I point out that so
little needs to be said!"
• • •
WHEN Connie was announced
for her role in "The Grissom
Gang," the storm warnings
went „up in Hollywood: AlciVch
unknowingly had cast both exwives of James Stacy in the
film. The other wife (ex-wife)
being Kim Darby, who 'was his
wife No. 2. In the interim, Connie had married-divorced Eddie
Fisher.
Connie is a vet at fielding all
sorts of personal questions so
she wasn't thrown by the expected queries about possible
dramatics between herself and
Miss Darby.
-Mr one thing. Kim and I
have no scenes together. For
another, I'm much too busy
working toward a future, to try
to blame he past. And from
the chats I've had with Kim
so is she."
Connie, in addition to the film
and night ,Clubialates, also filmod
a pilot for a new series, and.
guested on almost every top TV
show between nitery data
She's done very well, thank you,
since divorcing James Stacy
and Eddie Fisher.
Nratter ofkfact, all of the latter's ex-wives have all managed
to keep busy. They are Connie,
Debbie and Lizzie. That's Stev-

nie, "she's just a dumb blonde
whose own IQ is considered well
above par. 'Anna Borg' is the
ype that has Women's Lib
screaming, for she's a pawn of
:riven, male she meets.
"She's a trigger-happy loser,"
shrugged Connie. By today's
norms, Cormle's on-screen nudity isn't going to give the film
an "X" rating. She plays a
showgirl who sleeps most of the
afternoon, so when her apartment dooibell rings, she leaps
to answer. -reveal-Mg .flesh not
quite to the navel a split second
before she wraps herself in a
niaribou-boritered robe.
However, the rumpled bed
and the profanity—she Nat re- ens. Reynolds and Taylor.

Dr. iiarry M. Sparks

''Despair, anger,fear, persorial
problems and spiritual needs are
not items we leave at home; they
are picked right along on
vacations and business trips,"
said Mr. Hollis Miller of The
University Church of Christ in
explaining the new Chaplain-onCall program at the Holiday Inn
of Murray.
- The hew - service for Holiday
Inn guests encourages them to
call the chaplain for counseling
or referral to a minister, priest,
or rabbi of their own faith, said
Innkeeper Guy Billington. The
program is being instituted in the
Holiday Inns international
system of motels and hotels, with
the local volunter chaplain's
name and telephone found on,a
special printed announcement
card in each guest room.
Chaplain Miller pointed out
that in an increasingly mobile

American society, people often making the difference between strain of living today and often
find themselves in cities or towns personal triumph or shattering these problems arising from the
where they have no personal dissolution of personality. People strain of living today and often
friends or family to help them in away from the security of home these problems can only be
times of personal distress, and often have even greater need for solved with advice of a trained
they hesitate _toNcionnitipirt a personal ministry than they counselor. Since most clergymen
minister they don
"We would in familiar surroundings." today have had extensive
just make it easier for them to Selection of a chaplain, who training and experience we now
may be of any faith, is made by want to add a volunteer
reach out for help," he said.
Services of the Chaplain-on- the Innkeeper. He chooses one clergyman to our "staff' at each
farniliar' vitt!) local clergymen' Inn -to belt) provide for the
CC-May lriVOIVe riotifyhig
guest of the death of a lived one; and with community services spiritual needs of those who come
being with a person who has such as health and welfare our way," Chaplain Nance said
become seriously ill while agencies and specialized groups
traveling, or counseling with an such as Alcoholics Anonymous.
alcoholic fighting to "stay dry". The Chaplain-on-Call program
He would be available to a was instituted by W. A. "Dub" FIRST WEDDING
PERIVALE, England ( UPI1
potential suicide victim needing Nance, the full-time corporate
someone to care, to dissuade him chaplain for Holiday Inns, Inc., —The Church of St. Edward the
from self destruction.
Memphis, Tennessee. Chaplain Confessor will be the site
-Loneliness can compound any Nance, an ordained Methodist Saturday of its first wedding
humhn problem," Chaplain minister spent 30 years as a since it was built 35 years ago.
Miller said, "and sometimes just pastor, says the program was "I am absolutely delighted,"
having someone to talk to can get started "because people have so said the Rev. John Edwards,
a person through a rough time, many problems arising from the the priest in charge.

.570RE-WIDE

CLEARANCE
After inventory we found many items that have to be cleared out! So... we've tagged them
s all at 20 to 50 percent savings for this weekend only! Included are overstocks, discontinued
items, floor samples and one-of-a-kind merchandise. Here's your ch ce for the GREATEST
SAVINGS EVER on Car Needs, Housewares, Appliances, Sporti
oods, Fun-and Outdoor
Needs. SHOP EARLY! Some items are in short supply! Every department included. SHOP
and'SAVE!

•
SHOP THE GOLD\
COLORED TAGS FOR SAVINGS
TO...

THE
BLUE COLORED
•TAGS FOR
SAVINGS
UP TO ...

USE
YOUR
CREDIT
•
LOW
EASY
TERMS

SHOP THE
GREEN COLORED
TAGS
•
FOR SAVINGS-UP TO...

•

"%ft,',17"
„:
SAWAMEIKAID

SHOP THE
RED COLORED
TAGS
FOR SAVINGS
UP TO...

Open 9-6 Weekdays
Closed Sundays

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8391

SAVINGS UP TO 50% ON THESE AND OTHER BARGAINS
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axpayers Ask
one you sold, then tax on the
gain is postponed.
Tax on gains from home
sales may be eliminated entirely for those who are 65
years of age and who meet
certain conditions. For details
on this and other aspects of
-•-41eoftss-rirter-seent-sr4pase-card-AV Are eons* rionWpali•s
to your local IRS office and
deductible for a farmer?
ask for Publication 623, Tax
A) Yes, farmers may de- Information on Selling Your
duct certain soil and water Home. Tgis booklet is free.
conservation expenses, that
would otherwise have to be
capitalized. However, if the
Q) Can I deduct my Blue
land is sold within ten years Cross premiums?
special rules apply in calculating any gain.
A) Yes, if you itemize deductions.
Note that one-half of your
Q) Where do I send my medical insurance premiums
return?
up to 4150 are deductible even
A) Send it to the IRS re- though your total medical exgional service center for your penses do not exceed 3 percent
area. The addresses are listed of your income. This is exin the tax form instructions. plained in the 1040 tax inAn envelope addressed to the structions as well as Schedule
center was included in the tax A where this item is entered.
form package.

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Setviee-and is publishei6as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

BIGGEST MULLBERRY TREE-Pictured above is Graves
County Forest Ranger, Frank Lancaster, formerly of Murray,
taking measurements of a very large mullberry tree on the
property of Byron Alderdice, located lks miles west of Lynnville
on Highway 94. This tree is believed to be the largest of its species
in circumference, 54'
in Graves County. This tree measures
in crown spread and 32' in height. Lancaster will be able to
determine lilt is a State Champion after checking records in the
Frankfort Office.

_... -QT1Tdocilo• you- thetileirlffelV
tax package to send people?
A) These decisions are based
on last year's returns. Each
taxpayer is sent a package
containing schedules he used
to prepare his 1969 return.

Q) Why did my tax withholding change?
A) There are a number of
reasons, some of thnri increased withholding while
others decreased withholding.
Withholding rates for social
security tax increased from
4.8 to 6.2 percent effective
Januiry 1. This would increase
withholding for all taxpayers
covered by Social Security.
Income tax withholding rates
were lowered beginning in
Q) Are gambling losses deJanuary for single persons
ductible!
and those with low incomes.
Q) Where can I get • copy
These changes result from the of the form on moving exA) Gambling losses can only
Tax Reform Act of 1969.
penses?
be used to offset gambling winnings if deductions are itemA) This form is available
does not permit
Q) I have all the information at local IRS offices.- Aat for ized. The law
a taxpayer to use these losses
I need to file my return ex- Form 3903.
to reduce his other income.
cept for my W-2. Can I file
without it?
) Every effort should be
Q) I sold my house last
Q) Are you going to send
made 4 to secure your W-2 year. Do I have to report this out estimated tax forme this
file
time
a
to
statements in
on my tax- return?
year!
co'vct return before April 15.
should
You
A)
secure
report
unable
any
to
are
A) Yes, estimated tax forms
all W-2 stakments, 611 out profit you made on the sale will be mailed in February to
your return -based upon the of the house as a capital gain. all those who filed an estibest information available. An However, if within a year you mated return for 1970. Forms
amended return can be filed purchased another house cost- will also be sent to those who
when corrected information
is ing at least as much as the should have filed an estimate
_ _
"adjusted sales price" of the last year but didn't.
secured.

LAST SHADOW GONE
MEETING THE ISSUES
HIROSHIMA, Japan (UP!)'51w last of Hiroshima's atomic COLLEGE PARK, Md. (UPI)
"shadows' -outlines of people Each copy of the next issue
turned into walls of buildings
the University of Maryland
by the heat of the Aug. 6, 1545 feature magazine, Argus, will
US. nuclear bombing-disap- contain an American flag decal
peared Tuesday.
and a book of matches with
Workmen tore down the which to burn it.
branch
the
of
Hiroshima
Sumitomo Bank, which had for The issue, which goes on sale
26 years carried the outline of a Monday, is a "special tribute to
woman incinerated by the blast. middle America." The student
Such atomic "shadows" were editors decided to publish it
a common sight in the years while awaiting the outcome of a
after the first wartime atomic legal battle over their right to
bombing but they gradually print another special issue,
disappeared as roads were containing results of their
repaved and buildings torn national pornography contest.
down.
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Corn Seed Situation Said Tight

COUNCIL OFFICERS - The Purchase Area
Extension Council elected officers at a
meeting held Monday at the RECC Building
In Mayfi•Id. Those elected were left to right:
R. N. San
president from Hickman
County; Mrts,Jennings, secretary from
Carlisle County; Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Purchase

Area representative for women on the State
Extension Council, Fulton County; Ray
Brownfield, Purchase Area representatN• for
men on the State Extension Council,
Calloway County.
Photo by Graham Wilkins

and combine two incinerator
regulations.
-Voted to object to the state's
being called to a federal
abatement conference with Ohio
and West Virginia. It was said the
call improperly implied the
By Marva Gay
counties will be added to Union, KAPCC had neglected its duty in
FRANKFORT, KY.-The state Henderson, Daviess and Hancock meeting the recommendations of
of Kentucky will be divided into in the Evansville region.
the Environmental Protection
nine air quality control regions if -The Paducah region of Agency in March 1969.
the plan proposed by the Ken- Ballard, McCracken and Martucky Air Pollution Control shall counties will add Carlisle,
PATIENTS DIE
Commission (KAPCC) Tuesday Hickman, Fulton, Graves,
is approved by the federal En- Calloway Livingston, Crittenden, ROLDE, The Netherlands
vironmental Protection Agency. Lyon, Caldwell, Hopkins, (UPI i-Thirteen patients, most
The KAPCC's proposal is an Muhlenberg, Trigg, Christian of them children, died Tuesday
night when a fire swept a
alternative to a federal plan. The and Todd.
federal grouping calls for adding -Butler, Logan, Warren, wooden building at a Roman
two intrastate regions to the Simpson, Edmonson, Hart, Catholic home for the mentally
existing five regions. Remaining Barren, Allen, Monroe, Metcaffe, handicapped, police said.
portions of the state would be Green, Taylor, Casey, Adair, When the fire started around
lumped into another region, while Russell, Cumberland, Clinton, 10:30 p.m., 47 patients, 12 to
Oldham, Bullitt and Hardin Wayne, McCreary and Pulaski 30 years old were in the
counties would be added to the counties will form south-central building.
A male nurse immediately
Louisville region.
region.
In the opinion of the KAPCC -The north-central region will sounded the alarm but very
staff, an expansion of the include Trimble,Henry,Oldham, soon all of the building was
Louisville region would cause Shelby, Bullitt, Spencer, Made, ablaze.
overlapping of district, regional Breckinridge, Grayson, Hardin, "Personnel immediately
and state implementation plans. Nelson, Larue, Marion and started the evacuation of the
patients, but the fire was too
Under the proposed state plan, Washington counties.
Jefferson County remains a -Johnson, Martin, Pike, fast to save all of them," he
said.
separate entity. Region changes Floyd,
Magoffin,
Wolfe,
include:
Breathitt, Knott, Perry„ Leslie,
-The Northern Kentucky Letcher, Owsley, Lee, Jackson, OUT OF BUSINESS
region of Boone, Kenton and Clay, Harlan, Knox, Lurel, RockSTANFORD, Calif. (UPI)Campbell counties will include castle, Whitley and Bell counties Stanford University's
music
Gallatin, Carroll, Owen, Grant will be combined.
recording studio is out of
and Pendleton.
All other counties will form the business.
-The Huntington-Ashland remaining region.
Earlier this week, nighttime
region of Greenup, Boyd and In
other action the com- burglars removed the entire
Lawrence counties will include mission:
contents of the recording studio
Bracken. Robertson, Mason, -Ratified 18
applications for in Dinkelspiel Auditorium-tape
Lewis, Fleming, Carter, Elliot, permits to operate and construct 'recorder, reproducer, ampliBath, Rowan, Montgomery, an air contaminsir.t source.
fiers, speakers, microphone and
Merufee and Morgan.
-Moved to set a date at the other equipment, all valued at
-Webster, McLean and Ohio Feb. 16 KAPCC meeting to revise $6,000.

Air Quality Map Plans
Sent To Federal Agency

ARC IR
Poodles
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Check e
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economi
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LEXINGTON, KY.-As most and show by exact type. Sterile identity and percentage of the
f. rmers in Kentucky already cytoplasm must not be included cytoplasm on the front of the
snalysis tag or label.
k now, the supply of acceptable as normal cytoplasm.
According to Dr. Still, the new
C rn seed for the 1971 spring
-dealers must show the
labeling requirements will enable
p lanting is greatly diminished as
Kentucky farmers to determine
a result of last year's attack of
the kind of corn they're buying,
5 thern Corn Leaf blight. And
the variety, and the type and
t re's a good chance the disease
percentage of cytoplasm (Texas
I'ill strike the state's corn crop
or normal) of the corn. Seconda gain this year.
seed shall not be
i
g neration
t.
At the recent Combined Seeds
'Department
hybrid,
and the label
a
1 eeting here, Dr. Dennis M.
led
.
, ekrony,
also show the type of
•se d
technology
cytoplasm present and the
!
list for the University
cif
percentage of its cytoplasm if the
1 entucky College of Agriculture,
seed is a blend.
1 id the seed corn situation is
By Dave Thompson
'simply going to be tight."
State News Bureau
In fact, most of the corn seed
Iresistant to the disease
has
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The state
!ready been purchased, acof Personnel,
,cording to Dr. Charles Poneleit, Department
corn breeding specialist at UK. Division of Recruiting and
Dr. Poneleit explained that the Examinations, is testing a new
best insurance a farmer can have exam for possible incorporation
against the blight, which is into the merit exam system.
The new "Worker Trainee
almost certain to overwinter, is
to plant corn varieties which Exam" is aimed at helping
applicants
show resistance to the disease. disadvantaged
seeking employment with the
These varieites, he said, are
commonwealth, but find the
those which contain normal
present examination program an
cytoplasm, rather than the Texas
obstacle.
male sterile cytoplasm.
The program will begin in the
"Only from 20 to M per cent of
the hybrid seed corn available Department of Mental Health on
this year will contain 100 percent an experimental basis. If the
Phase I, 60-day trial period is
normal cytoplasm," Dr. Poneleit
said. "Seed containing a blend of successful there, the exam will be
extended to cover many entry
normal cytoplasm seed and
Texas male sterile cytoplasm level- positions ir, all state
Parker Ford Body Shop specializes in Automobile body work, painting and
will make up about 38 percent of agencies.
wreck
rebuilding. We are located on South 7th St. just behind our Parker Ford
Harvey
Bauman,
director
of
the market, and that containing
the division, said applicants who
dealership.
the Texas cytoplasm entirely will
take the test will be scored on
account for 40 percent of the
Auto Body Work, Wreck Rebuilding a Specialty."
reliability, dependability, ability
market."
to-follow directions and
"BY lifTr"--CW.-Poneleit exParker Ford Body Shop is'a complete shop, specializing in body work and
potential for successful emplained, 'Vfre should have a 100
ployment.
rebuilding of wreckedittriiindWailand trucks, painting and refinishing
complete
percent supply of normal
"Our goal with this exam is to
cars, refrigerators and all products requiring enamel refinishings.
cytoplasm bybrid seed corn."
open employment opportunities
According to preliminary
to applicants who are not full:
results of the 1970 Hybrid Corn
Parker Ford has been in the automobilebusiness in Murray for forty-three
participants in the world of
Performance Tests at UK, the
years. We have one of the largest and most modern Body Shops in Western
work," Bauman said. "It is hoped
better producing hybrids were
Kentucky, with years of experience. We also have one of the finest and most
that this exam will make it
either 100 percent N or a blend of
possible for the educationally,
experienced
body specialists in this area, Every,job leaving our shop'is perN and Texas cytoplasm. Comsocially and economically
sonally inspected and guaranteed by Parker Ford, under the supervision of J. D.
plete reports of the trials of 64
deprived to complete sucMorris,
hybrids will be published later,
cessfully for state eployment."
Dr. Poneleit said.
Those applicants successfully
At the seeds meeting, a panel of
Parker Ford Body Shop also boasts the latest equipment,for baking on enamel
completing the test will be placed
UK specialists, including Dr. Al on
paint on the newest of Cars. We have one of the most modern baking ovens in this
a personnel register in the
Williams, Kenneth Evans, Dr.
area.
same manner as those taking
Wayne Still, Dr. James Herbek
written exams. Bauman added
Did you know our body shop specialists have a total of 102
and Dr. Poneleit were asked when
years experience in
a position opens, the
body
shop work.'
about the possibilities of farmers
department will send the top
planting second-generation three names
on the register to the
doubleg-cress seed from last agency
Two wreckers are operated on a 24 hour,7 days a week basis. For wrecker
for interview.:
and
year's crop. The panel Aid not
towing service call, day-753-5273, night-753-1833.
The new program was patrecommend using this seed, and terned
after the Federal Civil
explained that farmers would Service
with only a few
have to expect a yield reduction
modifications. Bauman added
of 15 to 35 percent in the crop, the
FCS test has been successful
even lithe corn planted is derived in
its similar program.
from a normal cytoplasm variety
The examination covers tg
resistant to the blight
positions. An applicant may
J. D. Morris
How will Kentucky farmers be check one or all
positions in
able to tell the difference in the which he is interested.
Tilghman Barrow
corn seed they're buying? AcAfter being placed in a position,
Michael Barnett
cording to Dr. Wayne Still, the applicant will
become a
director of the seed program for trainee in his chosen
J
D.
Robinson
field for six
UK's department of Regulatory months. Following
Tommy tf'atiro've
the
Services, Kentucky seed dealers training period the six-month
James
department
F.
Scott
have been instructed to:
will drop the "trainee- name
Max Satterwhite
- show the identity and the signifying the person has
Sucpercentage of the cytoplasm in cessfully completed his
701 Main, Murray,,Ky.
one-thethe seed lot.
753-5273-753-5274
job-training.
specify all sterile cytoplasm,

Personnel

Tests Exam

5 HP
Briggs
Other r
tgomery
Murray,
1966.

TWO C
White I
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size 42 a
dresses ,
Barrel
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Pointer
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4170.

1968 N/
Excellt
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ditioneyi
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2189
FESCU
300 bals
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90 LAS
Phone 4
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Phone 7
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after 4:1
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i springs.
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three t
water,
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NOTICE
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AUTOS FOR SALE

Crossword-Puzzle

FOR RENT

1967 CAPRICE, 4 door hardtop, UPSTAIRS
FURNISHEE
all power and air. $1,500.00. apartment, all
utilities furnished.
Phone 753-7271.
F5C campus. Call 753-6806 after Spin.
F6C
GOOD '61 VW
with new '65
engine. Dependable cheap
NICE FURNISHED apartment
transportation, mechanic ap- for
three or four girls. Phone 753roved. $475 or best offer. Call
7381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
53-3768.
FlOC p.m.
TFC

1
4

12
13

ACROSS
Dance step
Eouality
'ecret
agents
Falsehood
Numbed

7 Lower part
of leg
8 Offspring of
Aryan invader
of England
9 International
(abbr.)
10 The self
11 Weight of
India
17 Washes
lightly
19 Distance
measure (pl.)
22 Goddess of
healing
24 Disavowed
25 Native
metal
26 Without end
(Pont)
28 Flee
29 Itching disease
of skin
30 Emerged
victorious

ArAitrgt lp Yera0en:1434.PUZIJ4

000 UMOMM OOO
UM OOMM ONO
WOMIBM MOON=
GOMM uon
DOOM 003 MOM
DOOLffill MO OGIO
UV MEM MOO OM
MOW OMO OUWOO
MORO OOM MOO
MOO M300A
0000MO O04000
MOO BOMMO OBM
OMB 00300 MOO

Wilderness Society Schedules
77 Camping Trips This Year

The Wilderness Society has the following areas:
scheduled 77 camping trips this Alaska-Kenai National Moo*
swings
year in its non-profit "A Way to Range, Mount McKinley National
15 Snake
the
Wilderness" program Park, West Chichagof Island,
16 One who
chscredits
planned
to take outdoor en- Indian River Wilderness
•
18 Bnahe
thusiasts into many of North Arizona-Superstition
mollusk
hI
20 Blemish
America's finest wild areas.
Wilderness
21 Weird
Exclusive Distributors
31 Reverence
42 South American
The trips will span a cross23 Writing
MUST SELL 1967 Mustang. Good NICE
PRIVATE rooms, will
33 Unit of
rodent
Canada-Yukon River, Quet4po:
fluid
section of primeval America
shape. Need tuition. Phone 753- accomodate 8
Siamese
43 Withered
St
to 10 boys, with 24 Fish eggs
Provincial Park
currency
45
Employ
from
the
to
Everglades
Alaska
le
7869.
Foreigners
F8C kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381
36 White poplar
46 Man's
29 French for
9
and Canada. The outings include Colorado-Eagles Nest
nickname
0)1-)
"father"
days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
47 Hurry
38 Is fond of
15 horseback tripe, 16 walking Wilderness, Flat Tops Wilder30 Sprinkles
and on Sunday.
40 Glisten
48 Condensed
•
TFC 32 Christian
c
NOTICE
trips
( with packhorses to carry ness, Holy Cross Wilderness, Li
a
41 Pays attention
moisture
festival
gear), 24 backpacking Garita Wilderness, Rocky-camping
34 h in debt
Coiner 6th &Main
0
35 Star in
expeditions,
17 canoe or float Mountain National Park, San:
NICE
TRAILER,
carpeted,
two
ELECTROLUX
SALES &
Gemini
Phone 753-5862
trips,
two
ski-touring
trips and Juan and Upper Rio Grande
17
Man's
bedrooms,
one mile out on
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C.M.
nickname
two
snowshoe
trips,
plus a trip by Primitive Areas, Weminuche
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Concord Highway. Phone 753-6044 38 Experimental
cruiser
and
foot
in Alaska's Wilderness, West Elk Wilderness'
room (collets.)
anytime.
F4C
mington, Kentucky.
March 5C
Florida-Everglades Nationality
39 Worthless
FOR SALE
Chichagof
Wilderness.
FOR SALE
matter
•
vrt
Enrollment is open to non- Park
42 Head of
2,1
12x64
MOBILE Home, three
Catholic
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
members as well as members of
TOP QUALITY AKC registered
(pl.)
Idaho-Idaho Wilderness, Heikki?
SPECIAL at CAT'S bedrooms, electric heat and air. 44 Church
Poodles and three herds of
The Wilderness Society, founded
Pain
German Shepherd puppies 3
Canyon - Snake River, Sawtooth
Couples only. Phone 753-8682 45 Untangled
Chinchilla from certified stock.
in
1935
to
foster
protection
of
30
49
females, 5 mo. old two black and
Wilderness, Selway - Betterrooei
after 4:00 p.m.
F4P 50 Cravat
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
roadless wilderness areas.
Condiment
silver, one black and tan $25.00
Wilderness
51
Before
February 26C each. Also one apricot
The
outings,
planned
for
both
52 Goal
AKC toy
OFFICE SPACE'.in National 53
Wilder?'
Reg. '26" - Sale $691
the experienced and inex- Montana-Absaroka
Small stoves
french poodle. Phone 753-3056
Hotel building, formally occupied 54 Stitch
perienced, are intended to ness, Bob Marshall Wilderness,
55
Frencli,
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
F6P
by Varsity Barber ,Stip9.,ghone
broaden public understanding Flathead Wilderness, Glacier
of the 'V
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, 753DOWN
and appreciation of wilderness. National Park, Gates of the•
(Meek with us for all your In- MAPLE COUCH and chairs
2240.
F8C 1 Locate
Complete arrangements are Mountains Wilderness, Jewel
2 Passageway
surance before you buy. (matched set) with matching
50
made for participants from the Basin Wilderness, Lincoln ?
3 Parted
Galloway Insurance and Real brown cushions, phone 7534 Seed
time they arrive at the starting Scapegoat Wilderness, Mission
BEAUTY SHOP, fully equipped.
Estate Agency, phone 753ce""'""
5917.
F6C
, 5 Dillseed
point until each trip is completed Mountains Wilderness, Missouri
for rent or lease, also furnished 6 Keep
442.
March4C
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, no.
4
Per Apt.for rent. Phone 753-1238 F5C
seven to twelve days later.(Snow River Wilderness
Room sgn
New Mexico-Pecos WilderALL BOYS and Girls dress and
trips last five days.) Trips are
ness
car coats sizes 12 mo. - 14 yrs. it Benefit " Day
limited
to
10
to
12
guests
for
backEXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, price. Settle Workman
Free Information
FURNIHED APARTMENT,
Ce. F6C
packing and 15 to 18 on the other
economical, Blue Lustre carpet
excellent location, coupies
New York -Adirondack
utings. The outings offer fine
cleaner. Rent electric shzufpooer
call
preferred
753-8058
after
5030
GERT's a gay girl-ready for a
Wilderness (New York State
I rtunities to observe wildlife,
$1.00 Big K.
F6C whirl after cleaning carpets with Insurance
p.m.
F5P
fish, take photographs, and learn Forest Preserve(
753-4199
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Agency
North Carolina-Great Smoky
bout wilderness living as well as
5 HP TILLER, powered
NICELY FURNISHED room for
Mountains National Park
by shampooer $1. Western Auto,
enjoy magnificent scenery.
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92. ''Home of The Wishing
serious student, carpet and air. American Dairy Association of Association, Chicago, Ill.
Utah-Canyonlands National
This year's outings will visit
Other models available. Mon- Well".
A free buffet luncheon will be
Escalante
Canyon
Park,
F6C JANE BRANDON is now em- quiet atmosphere, 2 blocks from Kentucky, an organization of
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street,
ployed at Doris' Beauty Salon university. Phone 753-2672 F`5C dairy farmers from throughout served at noon, and will be
Uintas
Wilderness,
High
Murray, Kentucky phone 753- TWO MATCHING end, table Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
the State, will hold its 27thAnnual followectby the coronation of the times are Eastern Standard Wilderness, Colorado River
1966.
Canyon
F6C lamps. Amber base. Uses three Evenings by appointment. Phone FURNISHED HOUSE on lake 18 Meeting on Monday, February 8, new Kentucky State Dairy Time. All A.D.A. members and Wilderness, Dark
F9C miles out-also traitor 4 miles oat 1971, at the Kentucky Hotel, Princess. Toastmistress for the guests may attend by'making Wilderness, Zion National Park
way bulbs. Excellent condition. 753-6474.
Phone 753-6846 or 753-3180. ESC Mirror Room, Louisville.
coronation will be 1968-69 Dairy reservations and obtaining Wyoming-Gros Ventre
TWO GOOD used Black and Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 p.m. F6
•
White televisions $35.00 each. NC
Activities include reports by: Princess, Miss Mikey Brown, tickets from the A.D.A. office in Wilderness, Washakie WilderMaster
Several good used men's suits,
of Louisville.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE FURNISHED GROUND floor President, H. H. Barlow, Jr., Taylorsville.
ness, Western Teton Wilderness,
size 42 and 43 long. Several ladies USED FURNITURE: stove,
...apartment. Three rooms igfA Cave City; Man'aier, E. . Ceremonies Will be the Honorable Mistresses of Ceremonies for Yellowstone National , Park,
dresses and suits, size 16 and 18. -refrigerator, beds, dressers, NICE BRICK home in 'Murray. bath, near court square. Phone Newell. Jr., Louisville; 197041 J. Robert Miller, Kentucky the 1971 Speech Contest and Yellowstone
Lake ' Canoe
Barrel chair, $5.00. Phone 753- desk, tables and chairs. Good Well located. Will sell or trade for 753-8175.
TFC Kentucky State Dairy Princess, Commissioner of Agriculture. All Banquet will be the 1969-70 Dairy Wilderness
6287 after 5:00 p.m.
F4C prices Phone 753-9498 afternoons. a farm. If interested, write to Box
forms
and
Miss Melinda Snider, Franklin; members and families are urged Princess, Miss Margaret Ann Application
DuVall, Finchville, and the 1967 literature can be obtained by
F6C 32-J. Murray, Kentucky.
F6C WANTED: ROOMMATE to Scholarship, Charles A. Mar- to attend.
'BRITTANY SPANIELS, the only
The annual Dairy Princess 68 Dairy Princess, Mrs. Judy writing or calling Trip Departshare three bedroom houiw. shall, Jr., Maysville; Ada's
pointing Spainels. Natural
and speech contest will Tindell Clay, Taylorsville.
banquet
ment, The Wilderness Society,
Robert
Phone 753-6936.
Mrs.
activities),
(ladies'
F64C
20 ACRES of good clean land on
HELP WANTED
4 Shipman, President, Shelbyville. be held Sunday evening, The annual meetings of the 5850 East Jewell Avenue, Denver,
Pointers and Retriever. Exriver between Dexter and Almo.
cellent pets. Registered, worColorado, 80222, phone ( 303) 758MODERN STUDIO furnis
Speaker for the event, which February 7, in the Mirror Room ADA's (ladies' group) will
Anyone interested phone or see
med,shots. Inquiries invited, 7672366. Early enrollment is adapartment. Zimmerm n begins with registration at 9:00 of the Kentucky Hotel, Louisville. at 8:30 a.m February 8, 1971,
Gladys
Garland,
Route 1, Alm), Apartments,
II
the Kentuc
4170.
vised.
F4C
South 16th Strf
oc
t. a.m., is Bill Wheeler, Promotion There will be a reception at 6: the Ship Room of
BURGER CHEF
437-4353.
F5C Phone 753-6609.
Director, American Dairy p.m. with dinner at 6:30. All Hotel.
MANAGER POSITION
Pay training period
1968 NEW Moon Mobile home.
MEAN uTs
Good starting salary
Excellent condition. House
I HEAR
ANstNE WHO RETURNS FROM
2 ROOM office Suite in offine
(d00057aCK) z
SERVICES OFFERED
Must relocate to
carpet throughout. Air conCaN65 FLAMING_
A 1..0016 TRIP SHOULD BE
Building on South 5th air conGREETED WITH A BEAGLE HUG!
Jackson, Tennessee
dition*. Good location. Perfect
ditioning, electric heat, availt
Contact Curtis Ragland
for smaLfamily. After _5:00 call
now.
753Call
753-5000
or
FOR ALL your home alterations,
at Burger Chef
.7534737.'
F6P
F5C
repairs, remodeling, etc., new or anytime.
1304 W. Main
estimates.
753-6123.
Free
Call
old.
USED DRUMS, complete 4 piece
F8C
1
4
126
NICE FURNISHED one and two
February 15NC
A
set, in excellent condition.bedroom apartments may .,be
;•
$75.00. Call 489-2189
F5C
seen at Kelly's Pest Control, 100
So. 13th St. Married couples only
1959 Volkswagon, clean, has 1967 AVON & MONEY, AVON &
F5C
a
like
together
MONEY-go
40 h.p. engine-$275.00. Call 489Nancy
F5C horse and carriage. Doesn't
2189
rhyme-but it's still true. Want to
THERE'S STILL NO
SLEEPING ROOMS for 4 college
C GP
,
0°
FESCUE HAY, Oat Hay, about know more? Call collect after 6
We build to your boys. Private entrance and
REASON WHY HE
300 bales, 50 cents per bale. Call p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs. Janet
SHOULDN'T
parking. Close to University.
choice
of
design and
ick, Rt. 2 Box 136 A, Prin498-8749.
\
.RECEIVE
F4P
Phone 753-7169.
0 c.o
ton, Ky. 42445 college
LITTLE
v.
specifications.
44%
needed.
USED TWO-ROW rnTiaa
- -representatives also
F4C
TRAILER AT Dill's railer
tobacco transplanter. Has set
Tables-Chairs-ToysCourt. Apply in person onl!,. after
only 20 acres. Phone 753-2532.
Boxes - Bars - Cabinets - 4:00 p.m. or anytime Saturday or
F5C
PREPARTION LADY, day shift,
Sunday
E6C
etc.
full time. Apply in person at
90 LAYING hens, 50c apiece. Jerry's Restaurant.
FlOC
AMC.
LAttGE unfurnished house.
Phone 489-2636.
F5C
PhOne 753-1629 after 3:30 p in.
FEC
NW
Mr. hon.. 1••••••••• !Ng
or 753-9974
4AN FED-Licensed
FiNC
ANTIQUE PItTHER and bowl.
Beautician-Apply in person at
5
Used chair and infants seat.
the Nursing Office of MurrayITC
Phone 753-7385.
Calloway County Hospital". F4C
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
W ELL.,, T/-1E/V
three rooms, bath, panelled,
cvou'D k-4AvE
FIREWOOD. Phone 492-8695
FURNITURE REFINISHING carpeted, nice drapes and furA Poi NIT
after 4:00 p.m
F5C, - WANTED TO BUY
All wk guaranteed. Free niture, washer connection, TV
pickup and delivery. Free antenna, off. street parking.
, . SET OF new pick up racks. Call
USED 14' Alumunum Boat. estimate. Antique or natural Couple Only. 507 North 4th Street.
F5P
- 435-4872 after 5:00p.m.
Phone 7a-7573.
F5C finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
Mrs. Preston Jones, phone 753February 20 NC 6047.
F6C
1111
ORTHOPEDIC MATTRESS and
t. springs. Good condition. Regular WANT TO buy; logs and standing
l.
FURNISHED apartment near
size:Phone 753-3987.
F4C timber. Also have for sale lumber
campus. Call 753-6806 after 5
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill WILL DO babysitting in my home p.in.
F6C
Reasonable rates.
N• OW UNDER construction. A and Lumber Co Phone 753-4147. anytime
F5C FURNISHED TWO bedroom
three bedroom brick at ColdTFC Phone 753-6809.
water, Kentucky. Will finish to
apartment. Also one bedroom
k buyers specifications. Ptione 489apartment, both with complete Ill Abner
NOTICE
2110 or 489-2627 or 489-2261. F6P
Aitchen, private entrance to both_
HONESTIT'S A
Phone 753,1143.
FlIC
TYPICAL
ABE Nei
II THINK SPRING-plant pecan
NAVIN'
NOW THAT
0'
LOST & FOUND
R. trees now. New shipment of large
NIGHTD'GOT A
paliershellS just arrived. Also
MARIS
MILANO?
Wff.4114314!!
IJOLLAHS,
look over our large selection of
LOST: MALE dog, part Beagle,
, dwarf & reg. fruit trees. Virgin's
brown. Lost in vicinity of West sAD'Mti5 BE
HAPPY.; Nursery Union City- Fulton Hwy.
Main on January 30 Phoqe 753just a mile out of Union City)
6326.
F5P
F6C
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
Phone 685-1851 or 885-0396

SAF-T-BILT

DEAN
TIRES

Cain 8 Taylor
Gulf Station

14 JOIfli 00
Mil K h gate
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Dairy Association- Meet
Scheduled for Next Week

McCONNELL

TT

CUSTOM BUILT
FURNITURE

41110

Tvaa
fizi
-----

Phone 753-2248
after p.m.

r

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

). 74
.
..if
'Me

1070 DUSTER,extras, phone 7538781 after 610pin. or weekF6P
ends

NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. CH1-3140
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Rites Held Today
Three Traffic
Birdsong _Gives Reasons For
Mrs. Alexander - Investigated
For His RecommendatiOn,
Wednesday

'z'AdwAvieE4707,1 Troop 77 ... Mandatory ... Major . . .

(Continued From Page One I
(Giatiaued From Page One)
I Continued From Page One
Dear Editor;
recomwas
policy
in
change
equipment
the starting gun roars
a South Vietnamese push into
The funeral for Mrs. Mabel
I am a 4th, grade student
mended by Col. EN W. Birdsong, the area that houses the
and
they're
down
off
the
trail.
is
in
winch
beat
the
Alexander of 701 Elm Street,
rkseY,
At Frost Corner each team chairman of the department of fartherest reaches of the Ho
condition in the county.
was held today at two
junior and senior Murray,
program,
vance
tears
open its sealed orders military science, and concurred Chi Minh Trail.
By M. C. Garron
These last few months have
chapel of the J. H.
M.
per month by p.m. at the
Eddie Bruce Young of 101 been leaky, cold and windy.
containing course directions in by President Harry
Saigon announcements said
The effect of the lotterv-tvoe years, are paid $50
with
Home
Funeral
Churchill
draft on the individual was the the government. Under the new Rev. Johnson Easley and Rev. North 8th Street, Murray, age 21, We have had to go out to map, and tally card. Each team Sparks."
the allied drive had encounHoward,
they will receive $100
was treated at the emergency radiators and other classes to takes its bearings and heads for He said Dr. Charles
tered little resistance and that
foremost of four primary reasons legislation,
Garrett officiating.
and "a lot of students Coy
Mayfield physic;ian and member casualties so far were three
different cities.
behind his recommendation to per month,
Pool, room of the Murray-Calloway keep warm.
Allen
were
Pallbearers
to school on that kind of
of the board, made the motion to Americans wounded and four
the Murray State University could go
Bert Dodd, Joe Pat Carraway, County Hospital this morning at I would like for any citizen of A pcactical problem involving
in dimmuni.st soldiers killed. But
said.
he
help,"
being
injured
in
after
12:40
a
basic
Scouting
skills
hi en- abolish compulsory ROTC
Board of Regents that the,
Rudy Fitts, Raymond Matheny,
this county to cane any thile to
program.
ROTC
to
voluntary
benefits
Increased
a
of
favor
accident.
car
university's ROTC program be'
at each city.
Daniel reported from Lang Vei
stay all day- in the cold, damp countered
and Bob Evans. Interment was in
Young sustained a laceration of classrooms and see how well Depending on how well the team The motion was seconded by that resistance and casualties
put on a volunteer basis, Col. Effl staffs, he noted, also will include the Murray Cemetery with the
W. Birdsong, chairman of the additional funds to enable a arrangements by the J. H. the nose and of the left eye, ac- they do their work in these bad, worked out its problems it is Darryl Callahan of Canmer, were increasing, with at least
representative on the 13 Communist dead.
cording to hospital officials.
Department of Military Science, stepped-up recruiting program. Churchill Funeral Home.
crowded conditions, so people awarded a number of "gold student
"We will be able to visit high
board.
Police
Murray
The
Departsaid today.
Daniel said elements of the
its
think
nuggets".
who
With
is
it
tally
card
dumb
thole
as
died
67,
age
such
Alexander,
in and out-of-state, Mrs.
ment investigated the collision will see the real reason for this marked the team is off for "Murray State University has South Vietnamese 17th Cavalry
"When the regents examined schools, both
Murraythe
at
Wednesday
colleges to try to
long been proud of the strength of received heavy ground fire
another city.
our ROTC program a year and a as well as junior
Hospital. Her which occurred at 12th arid Main election.
in the Calloway County
its ROTC program," the Murray today from a large Red force
Streets.
The
type
are
problems
county
encountered
the
in
schools
half ago, we didn't know at that enlist young men
Alexander,
Other
Raymond
husband,
explained.
president said.
police
the
told
Young
that
he
at
each
are:
Covecity
Polar
6n2 miles southwest of Fire
ours.
has
Murray
time what effect the newly- program," he
worse than
November 29, 1969. She was
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661 By United Press laternatisaal
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Heck, Chosen Most Popular were to re-evaluate and examine the voluntary program, and a
Miss Patricia Foy, Box 33, Christopher, George Hart, and he says, similar natives in Indian
SPACE CENTER, Houston —
Sheila Latimer, daughter of Mr. needs of all of these organizations majority of voters in a faculty
Don Keller, chairman.
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Apollo 14 Commander Alan B. Lynn Grove; Master Nicklaus
and Mrs. Richard Latimer, and and attempt to determine what poll favored the same change.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) —Two- needed service and our hope is September.
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